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Abstract 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following deals with the value of bankruptcy and distress to the ongoing modern 

capitalist economy. The answer provided is founded in classical economics, theory of the 

firm, financial theory, and business cycle theory. Furthermore 10 real-life cases are 

provided. In order to underscore the human element all cases are shown with a portrait of 

the business man in question. The thesis argue that 1) firms are created by the action of 

entrepreneurs seeking to turn uncertainty relating to demand into profit, 2) in that they are 

certain to create knowledge of demand and of optimal resource allocation, since firm closure 

testify to optimal resource allocation. However; 1) Social indignation of bankruptcy can lead 

to less opportunity recognition, and 2) government spending and regulation can lead to 

suboptimal resource allocation, 3) and a false interest rate lead to clusters of entrepreneurial 

errors.  
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Introduction & research question 
‘The future of mankind depends on the ability of the elite to influence public opinion in the 

right direction’            - Mises (1963:103) 

I make no bones about it. This master thesis will pay tribute to the elite among humans. 

The elite which does not go through life numb and bitter, but who dare to dream and to 

create. I have the good fortune to know some of these people. Some of these wonderful 

humans filled with desire and energy to pursue happiness succeeds for themselves, and by 

marketing new innovations and creating jobs, also for others. Others fail. From the onset both 

the person who achieve success and the person who does not, have the same lack of 

knowledge about the future at their disposal. The one who succeeds is taxed by a society that 

thinks he should be punished for running a risk and creating a better world – an improvement 

that without his personal sacrifice would not have come about. The person who fails is the 

social outcast number one, the bankrupted businessman. People of the uncreative type use 

their spare energy to mock him, takes joy in his defeat, and laughs over the fact he thought 

himself smarter than other people. Where the junkie, the lifelong violent criminal, and the 

plain lazy, gets a state pension for his Playstation and flatscreen TV (Olesen, 2007), the 

bankrupted is left to wallow in social condemnation. In our world of political correct 

euphemism (Rothbard in Mises, et. al., 1996) for close to every imaginable human state, it is 

truly uncanny the same veneration has not been bestowed on the failed entrepreneur. It truly 

is like Morrissey sings in his concluding voice on the phenomenal record Kill Uncle (1991): 

‘There is a place in hell for me and my friends’. 

However Dante (1321) in his Divine Comedy (Inferno III) has another view… He 

thought that Heaven and Hell where only for those that actually did something with their life. 

The rest, the lazy, the neutral and the overthinkers-and-underdoers would go to ante-hell. A 

place outside everything in the afterlife. Because they failed the test of life: To make 

something justifiable of it. In his view, people who lived ‘without occasion for infamy or 

praise’ were not even worthy of condemnation. So maybe Morrissey is more right when he 

later in his career sings: ‘There is a place in the sun for anyone who has the will to chase one’ 

(2004). 

Besides being about the elite, and how they enrich our life even when they fail, this 

thesis is about free market power. By starting companies to success or failure in the market, 

entrepreneurs build up the human knowledgebase like no other mechanism known to man: 

What products do people demand, how do they demand them, when and where, and how 

much will they forego of other demands to meet this demand? The process of human 
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betterment needs the knowledge of optimal resource allocation and optimization provided as 

a result of entrepreneurs’ actions. This fact is unfortunately generally hated by the common 

man. But as Aquinas (1270) teaches us, knowledge is a prerequisite of love. My claim is that 

the common man or woman ought to love capitalism, but know too little of how it works to 

grant them riches, and hence this thesis might serve as a small step towards widening the 

knowledge by illustrating how even when the market seem to fail, it still succeeds!  

One of the reasons why I fell in love with this subject was because it was inspired by a 

real business man of big caliber. Lars Torpe Christoffersen, who to most will not need an 

introduction, other than the four letters in the word MACH. Lars is a hero of mine, and I hope 

he will allow this liberty, a friend. I work for Lars in one of the companies he has invested in 

and he came up with the idea for this thesis while I was on the job. We had been pitching an 

investment possibility for LD Equity and on the rainy February cab-ride back to our Søborg 

headquarters he asked me about my thesis. I was at that time toying around with looking at 

corporate governance for entrepreneurship firms; seeing if small young firms with no 

corporate governance failed more often than those with good governance. The idea had 

generated some interest, but I was not 100% hooked1

So what has happened since that February morning? Well, we have heard a lot more 

about Roskilde Bank and IT Factory – cases of plain negligence and more or less criminal 

intent. However, far from all bankruptcies stem from a criminal mind and will – some was 

just wrong in their analysis of future consumer demand and how to meet said demand. 

Another thing that has happened since February is a steep increase in the amount of Danish 

bankruptcies. Furthermore, of the roughly 220.000 Danish companies 19% of those that have 

turned in books for the previous financial year are in danger of default (RKI). Before the 

crisis we experienced an increase in new start-ups, fuelled by easy access to credit, and this is 

likely to lead to even more insolvencies as younger firms are more likely to face distress 

(Altman, 2001)

. Our conversation turned to 

bankruptcies generally. I stated that I thought it odd that no Danish business journalist to my 

knowledge had put out a book with interviews with people who had seen distress up close – 

especially now with the crisis likely to kill of a lot of companies. Lars burst out: I would buy 

that! This was really all I needed to know the subject of thesis. However it should be 

mentioned that he did help me a lot more, and I thank him dearly. 

2

                                                 

1 That is not to say it is not relevant or interesting to study. So far only Klein (1999) has made an attempt. 

.  

2 At the time of writing it is unknown if this is empirically true in Denmark. See Appendix 6. 
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Figure 1: Insolvencies on the rise and start-up rate historically high 

 
Source: Euler Hermes and Statistics Denmark. 

Good science is about the questions you ask, more than the answers you give (O’Driscoll 

& Rizzo, 1996). So why is it that the Danish people seem to hold bankruptcy in such a low 

regard? It cannot be because we generally hold failure in a low regard. At most general 

elections a majority of the populace vote to increase spending on people who have failed (by 

their own doing or not is irrelevant here) in life (Olesen, 2007). An argument could be that 

even with a generally okay recovery rate (Doing Business), a bankruptcy causes suffering for 

more people than just the failed entrepreneur. But is it really so? Might the bankruptcy not 

actually generate value for a lot of people too? Not lawyers and such, but people who never 

even came into direct contact with the bankrupted firm? Would most not prefer to see 

resource deployed where most use would come from them and they are demanded voluntary 

by others? When all is said and done would most not prefer to work in a successful company 

doing what they do best, rather than in a failing company in a less suited position?  

In 1990 an increase in bankruptcies let to a recession (Altman, 1990), today it seems to 

be the other way around, but to ask what comes first is not the right question to ask, as it 

relates to effect more than cause. In trying to explain such cluster of entrepreneurial error I 

will introduce business cycle theory to answer the question best framed by Rothbard (Mises 

et. al., 1996): Why this sudden failure in forecasting ability? It seems empirically a likely way 

of inquiry, after all, Inflation and recession have historically (such as in 1978) let to more 

bankruptcies (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). Typically business cycle is observed as changes in 

employment and output, but I will argue that in relation to explaining clusters of 

entrepreneurial error, you can view business cycle as a misallocation of resources followed 

by restructuring of capital structure in the economy. 
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Research question 

Based on the above thoughts I set out on my intellectual journey to answer the following 

problem statement: ‘Can it be said that the institution of non-criminal bankruptcy, the case of 

commercial or financial distress, and the ultimate option of companies to cease to exist is a 

vital and beneficial part of the dynamics that determine the prosperity performance of a 

modern market economy? If so, what function does a deceased company provide for the 

continuing market process? Does the theoretical answer to such questions reflect in the 

experience of real life business people who have been involved in a bankruptcy or distress, 

and what are those experiences?’ 

 

It is my aim that this question is to be understood as explorative and descriptive in nature, and 

not concluding and testing. I therefore divide the answer into the following themes: 

• Foundations of inquiry 

How the work was carried out and my scientific beliefs. 

• Theoretical mapping 

Where I seek logical answers to firm birth and death in the market process, 

and why we at certain times see clusters of deaths. 

• Empirical findings 

Where 10 unique cases are presented, and I discussed to what degree they 

reflect the theoretical map of the issue. 

• Perceptional advancement 

Where I argue what I believe to have illustrated about the research question.   
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THEME 1: Foundations of inquiry 

How the work was carried out and my scientific beliefs 
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1. Study method & methodology 
In this chapter I aim at presenting my study method and my methodology. Many writers 

make the mistake of mixing their specific study method up with their scientific beliefs. I will 

try to avoid this by explicitly stating a difference here; My study method is how I actually go 

about arriving at my findings, my methodology my general scientific beliefs important for the 

relevant foundation of this thesis.  

1.1. A study method of listening and reasoning 

We know from basic strategy that a choice of strategy is never materialized until others 

choices are eliminated, in what is commonly referred to as a trade-off (Porter, 1996). I am 

much like a business man faced with limited resource at my disposal when writing this thesis, 

and my job is to make the most of those I have in order to meet my target. This too requires a 

trade-off where my present format is chosen rather than alternatives. I start with the basics, 

my use of language. I will admit that English is only my second languages and this might 

limit my abilities. I am however a fan of “lecture notes” known from the past, where 

conveying the right story by examples and an almost narrative approach was more essential 

than elaborate masturbatory pages of past knowledge. Hence I aim to convey and entertain, 

and because I hope to sell an idea I use the best of my abilities to market and sell this idea in 

an innovative and effective way that match my subject matter. Innovation is never free, and 

always dangerous, but just like the people I deal with in these pages have taken chances, so 

must I. 

While I agree wholeheartedly with the a lot of the critique of the current positivistic 

methodology of economics, as put forward by scholars like Winrich (1984), it has always 

struck me as odd that capitalist economics that I could see naturally occurring all around me, 

would only have such limited and wrongheaded tools of understanding at disposal. It seems 

to me that much of what critics today attack economics and certain economists for, is actually 

just a matter of wrong methodology. So in order to answer anything from a theoretical point 

of view, and state something of universal value, I need a suited economic methodology. I 

view the science of economics as an abstract a priori science and theory of praxeology, ‘After 

all, man is an animal. But he is the acting animal; he chooses between conflicting ends. It is 

precisely this that is the theme both of praxeology and of history’ (Mises, 1962:47), this is 

further explained in section 2.2. In order to frame the issues, provide consistency, and leave 

me open to relevant criticism, I also provide work on definitions and assumptions used, as 

well as my subject limitations. These are relevant for a further study of my work and my 
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field, but not for the comprehension of my work as such, and is hence placed as appendixes 

for the pleasure of the more advanced reader. 

Business is a practice that is best learnt from its practitioners (Mises, 1962), hence I go 

and talk to such business persons to actually know their world, as Mises (1962:35) explains: 

‘Statistical picture of these companies will not contribute much, as collectives are but sums of 

individuals and statistics does not explain the reasons behind the constitution or disbandment 

of these individuals’ collectives’. Since what I study is bankruptcies and distressed 

companies, the choice of continued ‘constitution or disbandment’ so to speak, I will in a 

narrative format present 10 cases done by interviews. The interviews were not of a testing 

nature, but open ended to establish narratives (Smith, 1986). I must admit that my interviews 

were conducted after my survey of relevant literature and theories. I do believe this was the 

right approach as I needed to know my subject before gathering data. All interviewees were 

submitted to the same basic interview guide. The interview guide is funded on one utilized by 

the management consulting firm McKinsey & Company as thought by them doing the writing 

process of writing CBS Case Competition 2009: ‘Schibsted Classified Media’. It is designed 

to be most effective towards senior and executive management targets. The overall objective 

is to secure a case-level understanding necessary for further research progress and mapping. 

While it does provide the possibility to settle important matters, it is not the main goal to test 

validity of facts or discuss details. The process is to ask the objective level question and aim 

at a free flowing story from the interviewee. If the interviewee fails to in the process answer 

important matters, the form of yes/no or one word question can be asked (no more than three 

per theme is advisable) before moving on the next theme.  Please consult appendix 3 for the 

guide and wording, and appendix 7 for full versions of the cases. In the main text a teaser 

version of each case is included with the main takeaways as I see them in bullet form, which 

is what relates to my analysis. My interviews include: 
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Company Industry Case type Role Person 

AVX 

Technology 

ApS 

Automobile 

equipment 

External financial 

trouble 

Inventor Steen Christensen 

Ideogramic IT Wrong assumptions 

of the future 

CEO & Co- 

founder 

Micheal Tyrsted 

Scopi IT Lack of customer 

focus 

CEO & 

Inventor 

Thomas Eskebæk 

Codan 

Agentura 

Travel 

Agency 

Creative destruction CEO & 

founder 

Jonas Thomsen 

MaxForce et. 

Al 

Construction 

et. al.  

Customer default Founder Christian Gram 

Bredskov 

TDC 

Internet, 

Poland 

Telco Corporate expansion Division CEO Lars Torpe 

Christofersen 

Milk 

(Guava) 

Online 

marketing 

Merging pains Exited founder Anders Ibsen 

RebelAid  Food stuffs Management default Business 

Angel 

Lars Torpe 

Christofersen 

2M Invest Venture 

capital 

External factors CEO & 

Founder 

Micheal Mathiesen 

2M Invest Venture 

capital 

External factors Investment 

manager 

Palle Viby 

Mogensen 

 

Beside the above listed, I further interviewed economist Tore Damsgaard of Danske 

Bank early in my process. That interview was an early discussion of the subject and possible 

approaches. I found my interviewees by my own extended network of business professionals. 

This fact makes my data both limited and highly unique as social capital and 

recommendations based on past performance likely played a large role. Nobody was paid any 

money to participate. All interviewees were asked to approve my work relating to them. I was 

not interested in testing the validity of their story, but only in the case and the experiences as 

they appeared to them as economic agents. I was however very keen on showing that the 

market process is made up of human beings, and I hence decided to hire a professional 
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photographer to document my interviews and show the person behind the default3

1.2. A methodology of Praxeology 

. Looking 

at the interviews I believe I found a representative scope of cases both in relation to the 

causing factor behind the distress, the industry, the role of the interviewee, and I even 

managed to include companies from outside Copenhagen and of various sizes. All are 

however Danish, and all interviews were conducted in Danish. For the present version of my 

thesis, all interviews are included as audio files in Appendix 4. A final note relating to the 

interviewees is my choice of the word hero in the title of the thesis. This will be explained in 

the conclusion. 

At a recent lecture (Caplan, 2009) a joke hit home with me. The joke went; ‘An 

economist is someone who sees something that works in reality, and then try to see if it works 

in theory’. To avoid this satirical description of my profession I make it necessary to start at 

the very basic of my understanding of human affairs and subsequently work on from, and 

loyal to, that understanding. Important statements is bolded.  

Just like epistemology is the understanding of knowledge in the meaning of a distinction 

between A and non-A (Rand 1990, Mises, 1962), so praxeology is the understanding of 

action (Mises, 1962) in the meaning of a distinction between a specific option and all other 

options. Epistemology can tend to deal with knowledge as if it is not based in the physical 

body of a human thinking, and this is dangerous fallacy as it goes against the whole concept 

of knowledge as something different from plain mysticism. Just like a brick cannot at the 

same time be used in House A in England and in House B in Denmark, just like I cannot 

move my right hand up and down at the precise same moment but must choose the sequel, so 

it is with all knowledge that make up thought. I can only be aware of one thought at the time. 

It hence a priori true that man acts, because man is not omnipotent and can never 

obtain a state of total and lasting satisfaction and must choose between conflicting ends 

(Mises, 1949, 1962), because even thinking is acting, hence any good economic 

epistemology must be a science of praxeology.  

But why does man choose to act? Is this just random? Am I just randomly moving my 

hands up and down suddenly? Do I out of the blue take a random stone of random size and 

hope that by doing this enough a palace might emerge? Or is it all instinct? Am I like the 

sunflower propelled by biological programming to look at the sun? Of cause not. If 

                                                 

3 All interviewees received a copies of their portrait after the interview. 
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randomness or programming was behind me and my fellow human’s actions we would all 

live in the same houses moving our hands up and down without purpose… And besides, how 

would houses have come into existence in the first place? This leads us to the real explanation 

why man acts, ‘Man acts because he is dissatisfied with the state of affairs as it prevails in 

the absence of his intervention’ (Mises 1962:3, further explained page 35). This means that 

every human act because he wants to obtain an end desirable to him (Mises 1962), in during 

so he applies and chooses means, like the moving of hands or the laying of bricks – 

individuals have the capacity to lay plans for the future (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). It is a 

priori true that every human validate and understand the causality of ends and means.  

Other humans might not value the same way, or the belief of the individual human about 

what means lead to what end can be wrong, but the fundamental concept of means and ends 

guide every human being. This ability to, within our capabilities, to plan and alter our 

environment, is precisely what separates human beings from other biological beings such as 

plants and animals (Mises, 1962). It is what happens when we chooses to trade with one 

another. When Human A, who is better skilled at making furniture than hunting, makes 

chairs, and trades them with Human B, who is better equip to hunt, for deer meat. It is why 

humans sometimes join together voluntary to make organizations such as companies. 

Because of this realization of ends and means we are also equipped with a clear concept of 

success and failure. I might steal your delicious lunch now, but if that causes me to go to jail 

and eat poorly it would be a failure for my desired end to eat better, hence I do not steal from 

you. Where as a mouse seeing the delicious cheese grasps it immediately, only to feel the trap 

spring and crush its tiny neck. To put it quite simply, this is the freedom that only man on 

earth enjoys, if it is not interrupted by other men (Mises, 1962) or stopped by the limited 

resources of the physical world he inhabits (Mises, 1962), this free will is what makes it 

possible to talk about man as a moral being if one so whishes (Mises, 1962).  

This implies that for knowledge to be knowledge, and hence a tool to improve our action, 

all humans have a priori understood after childhood the concept of value and the concept of 

time and place (Mises, 1962). Again what precise we value, or what we consider long or 

short term, might vary from individual to individual, but the concepts are universal to 

humans. Otherwise we would not be able to act and choose between different actions and 

resource deployments purposefully. Valuation is hence the ‘emotional reaction’ (Mises, 

1962:38) of the individual to that individual’s environment. If our chair-maker above valued 

his chairs more than the meat from the hunter, he would not trade a chair for a dead deer, 

even if it causes him to die of starvation (an act seen as highly weird by most, but apparently 
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valued for our chair-maker). Just like a consumer buying products using monies values that 

good in the moment higher than keeping the money. This is again proven in nature, almost all 

animals cares only for surviving and continuing their specie. Humans all over the planet kills 

themselves every day, apparently valuing death over life. Engages in harmful pleasures like 

smoking, apparently valuing a pleasure-filled short life over a less pleasure-filled long life, or 

they go to war for a cause they value higher than their own life. The Western world is full of 

life-long singles, and in many countries the birthrate is declining (WHO), so even 

proliferation and sexual desires can be conquered by man. We see clearly that subjective 

valuation is not just in relation to gain, but also costs (Schumpeter, 1942). Choosing based 

on valuation is again a clear distinctifier between man and animal (Mises, 1949).  

So we now have introduced man. Man acts in a world shaped in part by natural 

circumstances, his own actions, and the actions of those around him. It is essential for his 

success that he plans for external events such as earthquakes and try to anticipate the actions 

of his fellow man (Mises, 1962). It is also important to understand that collectives, whether 

abstract like classes or legal like firms, cannot act. Collectives are a construction that 

people at certain time and place see a value in upholding, and they will disappear once 

this value diminishes. Only individuals act (Mises, 1962). 

Typically a person will use his perception to acquire information about the physical 

world around him before choosing means and desired ends. This also implies that the 

perception can be misleading or the information wrong (Mises, 1962) - The Earth was most 

definitely round before we thought it was, and we can only ever perceive as good as our 

faculties and mental beliefs allows us. 

This also leads us to deal with innovations and other new concepts of the mind. These 

are not brought about of circumstances outside the human mind (Mises, 1962). There is not 

the same regularity in human behavior as can with a high degree of certainty be assumed in 

the natural science (Popper, 1959), as humans are guided by motives and the ideas they create 

or choose to believe in. This is what propels society forward, and humans are always the 

driver behind any technological change. If this was not true, where would new technology 

come from, if not from the mind of exceptional gifted or lucky inventors? Just like the 

historian looking at the past must seek to understand these motives and ideas, so must a 

business man wishing to establish the next google estimate what consumers want in the future 

(Mises, 1962). In short, I follow Schultz (1954) in seeing the world and an inter-

subjective world, were subjectivism take on further and further importance and 

underscores the diversity of individual expectations (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996).  
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I do not adhere to a specific school of economic thought, but readers will notice many of 

the theories used in the thesis to be affiliated with some or other version of the “Austrian” 

school of economic thought. A school that stems from the teachings of Menger and Mises 

among others, and is known for highlighting subjective valuation, choice, and free market 

policies from a deductive methodology in order to answer matters relating to dynamic time, 

change, and uncertainty. I am aware of this. The reason why my choice of theory leads me 

here is that, since I am dealing with non-criminal intent I can logically state that companies 

do not intent to fail. I therefore have to use tools that can incorporate the change a company 

faces, while explaining why an entrepreneur cannot be certain of success (Wubben, 1995, 

Taylor, 1980, Mises & Greaves, 1998). Below I will shortly outlay why I have not chosen 

other ideas of economic epistemology for my task. 

1.2.1. Social constructivism is not epistemology 

There seem to exist a trend at places of high learning these days that to claim a rock on 

bottom of the ocean only exist if I talk about it. Or even more extreme that it exist because I 

have now talked about it, is acceptable. If one were to ridicule, one could state that normal 

adults traditionally outgrow imaginary friends or is rightly put in mental institutions. 

However we are not here to ridicule, and a counter argument to our potential ridicule could 

be that, what constitutes normality is in itself a changing social construct (Foucault, 1969). 

While the author agrees with the notion that thoughts are expressed in language and can be 

controlled or contained by access to language, this notion is not social constructivist per say, 

but also shared by non-social constructivist such as Orwell (1949). 

But the real argument against the social constructivist argument is found in praxeology’s 

a priori truths that the world only consist of limited resources. Something that epistemology 

itself rest on; A as different from non-A. No matter how much I want to, I cannot imagine 

myself rich, if rich is defined as having considerable more financial resources at hand than 

my fellow peers, if this is not the actual case in reality. As such, social constructivism can 

amount to little more than word plays to enhance various opinions (like to be truly rich is to 

have many friends). However a worse tendency of advocates of social constructivism is that 

is lingers on the materialistic concept of technology providing ideas and human 

understanding since social constructions are argued to perform like technologies (i.e. 

producing people to heterosexuality not by choice or genes, but by norms). This goes against 

the concept of free will and individual human valuation as presented above, and presumes 

that collectives have a will independent of the agents that upholds them. This thesis is about 
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free will and the choices of individuals, and praises this as the only driving force of 

prosperity, hence social constructivism is deemed counter scientific to my purpose. 

1.2.2. Positivistic economics is history  

When I talk about positivistic economists I am primarily referring to Keynesian and 

neoclassical macroeconomics, and their common use of study methods and implied 

methodology of the natural sciences. Areas where alleged truths, as lawful relations, is 

derived from large datasets of historic conditions. From these we hope to infer facts and 

relations and prays that our underlying data is true and not conscrewed in any way. 

‘Unfortunately facts are not always as simple as many people would like to have them’ 

(Herbeler in Mises et. al., 1996:57) 

All too often will a paper claim to be on economics, where it is in fact merely about 

economic history (Mises, 1962). There is things – important things – that the study methods 

of natural sciences cannot say anything about (Mises, 1962), and hence social scientists with 

a positivistic bend are never capable of answering. This mainly involves the concept of 

human action (Mises, 1962). Human action is the reason why, as Heraclitus says (Mises, 

1962), that everything is in ceaseless flux – nothing is stable and the human condition is 

change. Not just biologic change, or the change deriving from natural phenomenon such as 

weather, but change brought about by all humans in this world acting with a purpose. Mises 

is right on the money, to use a familiar pun, when he claims that the science of economics has 

been lead astray by the belief that it must follow the path of natural sciences in trying to 

establish constant relations (Mises, 1962).  

We can never escape the fact that historical data is just that, historical. They have 

occurred, and were unique situations when they did occur. The real historian knows this, and 

when he talks of the battle of White Mountain in 1620, he do not for a minute presume that 

that exact battle with those exact motives and players will ever occur again (Mises, 1962). 

The historian knows that the ultimate given in history is individuality, and he must refer to 

motives of individuals to explain past actions (Mises, 1962). Sometime we hear economics of 

the positivistic pervasion refer to statistics, such a consumer confidence, as if it was the 

present. This is most accurately not true. It might be the recent past, but it is the past.  

The common use by positivist economics of equilibrium analysis as either a normative 

goal (neo-classical, see Freidman, 1953) or a basic of criticism and control (Keynesians) both 

conjure up the need for additional theories such as ideas of market failure, when what could 

really be going on is poorly assigned property rights, a credit expansion, or something other 
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(Boettke, 1994). What is extremely troublesome for my endower, and why I believe more in 

disequilibrium analysis (i.e. the world is always moving away from a past equilibrium) is if 

we use equilibrium analysis, in whatever form and for whatever reason, we are forced to use 

an assumption of full information4

Other modeling used in positivistic economics can be just a misleading to 

comprehension; the arguments like stock prices should be random walks have not 

comprehended that the subject matter of economics is human action. People cannot random 

walk, because to walk you need action and that requires thought. Any attempt to explain 

human phenomenon by random walk says more about the methodology than the subject. 

 (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). If there is full information 

there would be no need for entrepreneurship (Sautet, 2000), and without entrepreneurship 

there would be no bankruptcy. The world would be at a stand still. In short, what positivistic 

economics miss is a concept of change (Foss, 1994). The closes positivistic economics comes 

to change is rational expectation, but if that was true entrepreneurial errors would be in a 

pattern of normal distribution over time, which is not the actual boom and bust case we 

observe (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). This is also apparent in neoclassical treatment of firms, 

by price theory, where most firms are seen as identical except for their product, and no 

answer is given as why they organize as they do, their limits, or even why they exists in the 

first place (Foss, 1994). 

Finally we are faced with the trouble of data sampling for models, as these can be 

misleading as measurement by our senses is never entirely accurate as Mises states (1962), or 

as Popper5

Economics should not mirror the natural sciences in their methodology, but aim to be 

more like math or logic in methodology. Something you logically can think out in a chair, 

like: ‘higher taxes causes people to work less, if they have a choice to, and their other needs 

are met’.  

 (1959) states, any gathering of date assumes implicitly or explicitly a choice of 

theory or data is indistinctable from the world as perceived. When it comes to human 

relations there are no constants as such, and therefore measurement or quantification (aside 

from ex post prices, see below) is not possible. At best economic prediction based on historic 

data can present abstractions as realism and unwanted idealization without adding to 

predictive power (Long, 2004).  

                                                 

4 Or at least perfect stochastic information 
5 Although due to his principle of fallibility often referred to by positivist and state-oriented economists 
(Rothbard, 1962), he was a close friend of Hayek and a true friend of liberty. 
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1.2.3. Behavioral economics is not understanding 

There is currently a large interest in behavioral economics and finance among scholars. 

However behavioral finance has not solved the basic problems of data collection being done 

ex-post, and it is always determined by the gather. 

Behavioral economists attempt to establish human behavior as a stimulus-response 

scheme, but this simply cannot be done without describing the ends the individual hopes to 

attain and the meaning he describe to the means (Mises, 1962). No amount of statistics can 

disprove this concern.  

What makes the apparent success in academic cycles more peculiar is that the method 

applied by many behavioral studies involves highly staged scenarios without any real effect 

other than providing students participants with a fixed fee (Myagkov & Plott, 1997). The 

results we have gotten from behavioral scientist are also ambiguous. The much cited Tulip 

bust of 1637 in Holland that behavioral scientist claim to have explained, is better explained 

by an increase in money supply and different allocation of property rights due to changes in 

the legal system (see French, 2006). 

1.3. Not just a normative thesis 

In the introduction to Hayek’s masterpiece, ‘The Road to Serfdom’, he makes an honest 

confession ‘When a professional student of social affairs writes a political book, his first duty 

is plainly to say so. This is a political book. I do not wish to disguise this by describing it, as I 

might have done, by the more elegant and ambitious name of an essay in social philosophy. 

But, whatever the name, the essential point remains that all I have to say is derived from 

certain ultimate values.’(1944:37). He almost calls his approach normative, however I tend to 

think he is too hard on himself. His method and aim, which in many ways resembles mine, is 

the relevant and the only forward path when it comes to warning humanity what unforeseen 

consequences some policies can have. The research into economics and management is after 

all ultimately about ‘… a deeper understanding of the nature of economics and of its role in 

social betterment’ (Kirzner, in Mises 1962:ix). The starting quote of this section goes on to 

state that ‘these ultimate values’ is indeed all on which the forthcoming arguments depends. 

This goes for my thesis as well. If a reader fundamentally believe that material prosperity is 

bad, that some people should have the right to govern what is the right belief or choice for 

other men, and that totalitarian power can force people to perform better than ongoing 

voluntary social cooperation, than yes… This thesis will be viewed as hogwash.  
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While I make my methodology explicitly clear, I do not wish to be accused of being 

close-minded and intolerant. The goal of both the methodology and study method constitute 

an activistic basis of knowledge, to use a Miseserian term, in that gathering and utilization of 

knowledge revolves around purposeful action is indeed the foundation for the later 

explanation of the value of bankruptcies to society. However, in order to sum up and test my 

methodology I state that 1) reasoning is necessarily always deductive (Mises, 1962:21) and 2) 

man cannot escape his deterministic world view. This means that whenever we think or act 

we do so in categories already a priori conceived for us, and we do so in the means-end 

framework. Mises goes even further and say it ultimately means that if one desires, even true 

knowledge will always be regress in infinitum (Mises, 1962:115).   

My main goal with an explicitly clear methodological stance and consistency is to arrive 

at a true, given the assumptions and definitions used, economic finding. So in order to test my 

stance I turn to Albert (1985) – a student of Popper. Albert writes his book in an intellectual 

climate where both political and scientific borders where drawn with knives. His project is 

simply to show that total commitment (Albert, 1985:7-8) to a school of thought can hamper 

the pursuit of truths and potentially lead to totalitarism6

Above I have drawn attention to three alternative methodology paths open to me that I 

have not chosen, in my view their scholars are suffering from total commitment to their 

research programs and this have subsequently lead them to economic fallacies such as 

pointed out by Hazlitt (1946) – there is, in the words of Rothbard (Mise et. al., 1996), after all 

only one economy and any theory that claims to explain economic phenomena must be able 

to explain all economic phenomena. But what about my own methodology, am I suffering 

from Total Commitment too? Ultimately the test for this, in Albert’s view, can be whether 

your research can potential lead to open ended solutions (1985:8). To find this out I subject 

my methodological musing to Albert’s famous Münchausen Trilemma. 

. I turn to Albert because a fair 

criticism of the less committed reader of my thesis might be that it is too one sided and that 

Mises have played a too extensive influence on my methodology, and I therefore have closed 

my eyes for other views.  

 

 

                                                 

6 It should not be hard for the educated reader to see this resemble Hayek’s argumentation in the ‘Road to 
Serfdom (1944). Not least in the fact that both authors state the political, or in Alberts case ‘polemical’ 
(1985:10), purpose of their work. 
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Figure 2: Münchhausen Trilemma 

 
Shows that the foundation for knowledge seems to rest on one of three foundations. Source: Own adaptation 

based on Albert 1985. 

 

Alberts framework is created to distinguish genuine knowledge from opinions and such 

(Albert 1985:12). In his own words: ‘When we strive for knowledge we obviously want to find 

the truth about the nature of some real relationship.’ A truth is where all alternative 

explanations can be rejected. If, as stated above all human reasoning is necessarily deductive, 

Albert shows us that we are still fundamentally left with a problem, because ‘…a deductive 

arguments says nothing about the truths of its components’ (1985:15). We are still left with a 

problem of foundation. Every time we demand a justification for any statement or component 

in our deductive argument we must also be able to justify what that rests on and so on and on. 

And here we have the Münchausen Trilemma, because such pursuits becomes either: 

• An infinite regress where we go further and further back in a never ending 

spiral and without ever arriving at a firm base.  

• A logical circle where foundations are based on one another in a circle 

structure. 

• Dogmatism where we simply cut the discussion short at some point of regress 

and claim that to be true without need for justification. 

None of these seem appropriate foundations for knowledge, yet it seems from a 

theoretical viewpoint to be all we have. Albert rejects the two firsts, and only accept the last 

from a practical stance. But here he puts a big responsibility of remaining open on the person 

looking for the truth. Empirists and positivists claim that all true science comes from 

observed facts, but they fail to explain how they are able to understand such observation and 

attribute sense to them without having a priori categories of understanding. This what Mises 
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means when stating that ultimately all argumentation is an infinite regress. Mises rests his 

methodology on a priori given categories for understanding, but since these cannot be proven 

empirically, they are alter all a priori, if one presses the point, yes, it is an infinite regress.  

So how does my methodology stand up against this the test of Albert? Below I will make 

six arguments where my choice of methodology is indeed sound when benchmarked against 

the demands of Albert: 

• The discussion between induction versus deduction in economics would 

properly place Albert on the deductive side7

• What Mises calls an infinite regress of deduction from a prior truth, and Albert 

more likely would call dogmatism, shows to me a strength in the Miserian 

framework, in that he makes a dogmatism clear for everybody to see, and a 

such is both open to criticism and is practical. 

, however he does show us that 

even when a deductive argument is technically true, it does not account for the 

truth of the underlying statements. This is why I interview business men to get 

some real-life (in lack of a better word) illustrations of the abstract theories I 

present below. 

• Albert agrees with Mises that knowledge and decision-making is linked 

(Albert 1985:6). With subjective valuation even existentialism choices is 

potentially an economic decision – it is most definitely a rational one. 

• I will deal with how my methodology stance leads me to work with a 

fundamental differences between risk and uncertainty, which from an 

ontological viewpoint gives my work an open ended nature (Sautet, 2000). 

• I will deal with prices and how they potentially convey objective knowledge 

by showing subjective knowledge autonomously held by different consumers 

in the economy. This include a subjective understanding of facts, and an 

objective truths. Both issues close to Alberts heart.  

• Finally, to Albert establishing the truth about some matter is a search (Albert 

1985:12, 22), this is indeed also my argument in the conclusion and it is in line 

with my individualistic methodology in that an agent must recognize a truth as 

                                                 

7 I am aware that Friedman in his ??? article uses popper to account for induction in economics, but I will argue 
along with Long ??? that this is based on a misunderstanding of Popper and his project. 
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such, not for it to be a truth, but for that agent to acknowledge it as such and 

act according to it. 

I believe that with Albert’s criticism I have indeed chosen the appropriate study method 

and scientific methodology for my endower. After all, ‘theory formation is a creative 

activity’, but must for that reason remain open to new criticism (Albert 1985:35). What 

remains resembles the research goal of social science as proposed by Hayek and Popper 

(Foss, 1994); explaining the unintentional effect of intentional behavior. Just like the famous 

invisible hand (Smith, 1776) is a metaphor for the aggregated social results as divergent from 

individuals actions and most mistakes in social sciences comes from not understanding this, I 

write to avoid that. Fundamentally I do believe that the ultimate criterion of what constitutes 

truth is that it works even if nobody is prepared to acknowledge and accept it (Mises, 1962).  
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THEME 2: Theoretical mapping 
Where I seek logical answers to firm birth and death in the market process, 

and why we at certain times see clusters of deaths. 
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2. The market process   
Economics should aim to explain what can be observed as a result of human action in the 

market system (Sautet, 2000). To start my analysis somewhere I choose to start at the end, the 

consumer. Ultimately all profit stems from serving this end. In order to find out how to serve 

this end and with what resources, I move on to talk about prices as conveyers of knowledge 

about consumer preferences. This leaves me with on unsolved riddle; how are future prices to 

be determined? I will touch on this by introducing a difference between risk and uncertainty. 

Finally I sum up this section, and show what I denote a market order that is the setting of 

modern firms. This will set the stage to explain why agents in the market order at certain 

points in time and space use the long term hierarchy contract of a firm as organizing entity. 

I make in this section an assumption of sound money and no artificial credit expansion. 

This assumption will be relaxed later in the thesis. 

2.2. The order of consumer sovereignty: How demands are best served with limited 

resources 

I will talk here about the concept of consumer sovereignty. The concept is borrowed 

from Mises (1949, 1962), but in order to show the full meaning of it I will divide the concept 

into three (3) stages. They work simultaneously and together make up the order of consumer 

sovereignty. I have again chosen bold the main conclusions. 

The first (1) stage is to understand why consumers, and not any other goal, like 

employment or ideology, is the ultimate test of any business man. When I as a consumer 

make a purchase, I do so because I in the moment value that good ordinal higher 

quantitatively and qualitatively (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996) than the good, like money, I must 

forego for it. Business (if not holding a monopoly or some other sort of coercive government-

granted treaty8

                                                 

8 I am under the conviction that a free market monopoly is impossible. If it is possible that a market will be 
served by only one company the prices and product will resemble those available if competition was prevalent. 
As it stand now monopoly can only be maintained by force and require government involvement. I do not 
expand further on this argument as it is outside my current scope of enquiry, but it is dealt with in detail in 
(Mises, 1949, Rothbard, 1963, Block, 1976). 

) must make consumer voluntary demand their product. They cannot use force 

to sell, and hence people are only motivated to buy if they arrive at a perceived better state of 

affairs by purchasing the offered product. It logically follows than that the business man does 

not profit on the suffering and need of others – the business man profits because he betters 

this need and suffering (Mises, 1962). This is the first stage of consumer sovereignty. 
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When our chair maker from earlier is to judge if his chairs are better or worse than other 

chairs or similar substitute goods like benches, he ultimately have one signal: Demand! How 

many people are demanding his chairs and how much are they demanding them, meaning 

what other needs are they willing to forego to have one of his chairs. Ultimately this demand 

is also the determent for the supply of his chairs, because if our chair maker’s chairs are not 

sufficiently demanded to sustain continued production of the chairs, he must either forego 

some personal needs or stop producing chairs. This is the second (2) stage of consumer 

sovereignty. The end of any production process not aimed at immediate personal 

consumption is at the mercy of consumers (Mises, 1932). 

The third (3) stage of consumer sovereignty comes from direct competition. As 

mentioned above the first and second stage of consumer sovereignty, judges not just the 

product itself, but also all competing products. Our chair maker is hence competing not just 

for the functionality of sitting down, but also for any other needs that the consumer can direct 

his limited demand at. Hence when our chair maker produces chairs he commits certain 

capital and labor goods to the process. These goods are taken away from other uses, and 

likely, tied down for a while to chair production. When the consumer makes a choice in the 

market, he implicitly also makes a choice as to whether the goods tied up was utilized in the 

right way9

Consumer sovereignty teaches us several important lessons of human interaction. First of 

all, it solves an important issue raised by Hayek (1952), in that the purpose of all economic 

 (Schumpeter 1942). The third (3) stage of consumer sovereignty judges 

resource allocation and the entrepreneurial ability of our chair maker to meet demand 

in the most effective way currently on the market. If our chair maker fails this test he will 

properly not be allowed to try again and most go from being and entrepreneur who takes a 

risk over time, to being a laborer who is rewarded immediately just like any other good in the 

production process (Mises 1949, Schumpeter, 1942). Historically a feature about capitalistic 

production is that more resources are going to future consumption (in longer production 

process or by investment activities) than current needs (Hayek, 1932). This is a derived effect 

of the third (3) stage of consumer sovereignty. It leads to a general higher level of exposure to 

consumer sovereignty, and this makes risk and uncertainty important parameters for business 

decisions as I will talk about section 2.4.  

                                                 

9 This is contested by Mises (1949), who does not see consumers evaluating more than the product itself. Hayek 
is the middle ground in all he cares about is that a judging is going on and not what it is relating to. It can be 
argued that the modern focus on CSR, growing information, and such will agree more with Schumpeter that to 
some extend production process is part of the consumer valuation. 
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activity is to reconcile conflicting and competing ends in choosing the most desirable end of 

the scarce resources available. By rendering one company profitable and another not, the 

consumers allocate resources to those that serve them best, no other governing structure can 

claim this level of sovereignty of consumers and thereby the public. From consumer 

sovereignty we can also derive an important lesson to understand why some companies can 

suddenly face distress because competition should be understood as a dynamic process, not as 

a state of affairs (Sautet, 2000).  

2.3. Prices & knowledge: How consumers convey demand patterns to producers 

With the above we outlined market order as determined by consumer sovereignty. I left an 

important enquiry out. I just talked about demand, but not the media of which the demand 

information flows. This is prices. We can find an illustrative example in the world of art from 

Kula of what happens in a society without prices (Hanson & Kroll, 2009:232):  “There was 

communism in this country. I was once officially instructed that using too much black in my 

work spread pessimism across society”. The information system of society is simply missing 

and resources cannot be optimally assigned because we cannot use consumer sovereignty as a 

guiding stick. Below I will go into detail with this issue. 

If we had all relevant information: If we knew the complete system of consumer 

preferences, and if we knew all available resources now and in the future. Than economic 

calculation would be just a matter of logic. However we do not know these things about the 

present or the future. This leads Hayek (1946) to point out how that the real economic 

problem is not resource allocation per say, but knowing what the most optimal resource 

allocation is, hence it is a discovery problem. The problem that Hayek point to is that as we 

do know what the optimal allocation was in the past or at least can derived it, we do not know 

the present or future, because this is changing. Ultimately all economic problems is derived 

from this change, and that makes Hayek argue that prices is not information about the price 

of a good, but information about real time and place. 

Hayek observes that it is close to impossible to imagine a specific event somewhere in 

the world that could not potentially have an effect on a decision of a business man 

somewhere else in the world. The marvel that Hayek points out is that this business man need 

not know about this specific event, nor does he need to know all its effects. It matters little or 

not at all, to him why this event happened or who or what was behind it. The only thing he 

needs to know in order to optimize his decision making is how little or how much it has 

changed the world. An illusory example might be beneficial. A popular American TV show 
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features a protagonist who is a fan of a certain mp3 player. The player uses a technology 

where electric currents are conducted by cobber, and has been on the market for several years 

in various formats. The demand of the player suddenly skyrockets as the protagonist of the 

show gains popularity and the cobber is subsequently demanded in increasing quantities from 

the manufacturer of said player. This causes the cobber price to rise. In Germany a producer 

of medium-priced large office flowerpots sees that now it is not longer, for some reason he do 

not know, profitable to use cobber and he switches to a substitute good or a different price 

segment. This is the price mechanism at work. It shows that these aggregated choices 

together makes up the market price and optimal resource allocation as a result, not of ‘human 

design, but of human action’ Hayek (1946). This is the “marvel” of the price mechanism that 

Hayek points out to us. ‘I have deliberately used the word “marvel” to shock the reader out 

of the complacency with which we often take the working of this mechanism for granted. I am 

convinced that if it were the result of deliberate human design, and if the people guided by 

the price changes understood that their decisions have significance far beyond their 

immediate aim, this mechanism would have been acclaimed as one of the greatest triumphs of 

the human mind. Its misfortune is the double one that it is not the product of human design 

and the people guided by it usually do not know why they are made to do what they do’ 

(Hayek, 1946:24). This is different from equilibrium theory, where price are before actions, 

not a result of them (Kaldor, 1934) and all information is known beforehand. 

Hayek’s point is not just that information is costly to obtain, but that it is dispersed and 

must be discovered. That this information, once obtained is the true basic of knowledge of 

resource allocation, in the consumer sovereignty framework meaning the best satisfaction of 

needs. But how do we arrive at such knowledge? The information of preferences and 

incentives underlying this knowledge is scattered across the world. This point is imperative 

for Hayek, as we cannot get the data needed to calculate resource allocation because the data 

is by nature imbedded in every human and potentially ever changing, hence the process most 

optimal for resource allocation must be one of a spontaneous nature. None the less it works. 

As Thomsen (1992) points out, despite that we do not even know how or why prices are 

arrived at.  

Hayek simply warns us of our ignorance, we simply cannot know or calculate the actions 

of others or their valuation and the most optimal resource allocation in the world and we 

should be vary of our ignorance. Kirzner expands this with the view that the true power of the 

price mechanism is in its ability to communicate its own information communication fault 

(Kirzner, 1985). It just shows profit and loss, not the reason why. This leads a business man 
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to focus on profits and especially how he intends to arrive at future profits and avoid future 

loss.  

Entrepreneurs can turn a profit by acquiring resource undervalued and deploy them 

efficiently, or they can fail in this endower and turn a loss, providing important feedback to 

other entrepreneurs. As North (2005) writes, this feedback is again differently interpatated by 

different individuals. Production is hence a process in real time under uncertainty, cost is paid 

upfront, the rent (profit minus cost) is the paid in the future. Hence the part of the production 

process that is strictly uncertainty bearing is profit; profit is the reward for the successful 

bearing of uncertainty, loss is vice versa. Entrepreneuship is about discovering what can be 

produced at a profit and how to produce it (Kirzner, 1985). In the next section, I will talk 

about the trouble of future forecasting and the fundamental difference between risk and 

uncertainty when doing so. 

2.4. Risk & Uncertainty: Why nobody can know the future of business 

So how can an entrepreneur guess or forecast the optimal allocation of resources that will 

grant him a profit in the future, when he does not know the future actions of consumers? To 

understand this process is essential for my later discussion about firm creation and distress. 

To try to make the discussion must useful I turn to Knight (1921). Knight is famous for 

drawing attention to a distinction between risk and uncertainty. The first being cases where 

outcomes are mathematical mapable, because we know all possible outcomes and their given 

probabilities. Uncertainty on the other hand, are cases where we lack components of this 

knowledge, such as probabilities, or even outcomes. Uncertainty is changes that can occur in 

the system (like an NPV calculation) you are looking at, but which you cannot assign either 

subjective or objective probabilities, as these changes is not depended on the system as such. 

This is the case of shifting consumer preferences that is not in such part of the production 

system. This is a recollection of the point of Hayek that all economic problems comes from 

change. In short the universe cannot be modeled, it is open ended. When someone says that 

he is uncertain, what he does not know is not the chances of various outcomes [subjective 

probability], but that he does not know what outcomes are possible [Knigthian uncertainty] 

(Loasby, 1976, hard brackets from Sautet, 2000), and because of the free will of all 

consumers, we will in most cases be genuine ignorant of future price movements (Kirzner, 

1985, 1992), and this is what Hayek points out is the real issues in economics that we do not 

poses the knowledge to plan the optimal resource allocation ahead of time. As Lachman 

points out, building on Hayek, changes in the economy is in fact changes in knowledge, and 
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knowledge cannot be known till it is obtained (Lachman, 1969, 1986). Genuine knowledge is 

always, according to Knight, accumulated over time. This real time passing in turn adds to 

the uncertainty, because even if an agent has full knowledge about his situation in t1, as well 

as knowledge of all cognitive theories, for  him to predict his knowledge in t3, requires time, 

t2, and that time affects his knowledge in t3 (Popper, 1959). For instance if all were told in 

April that with all certainty a current boom in stock prices will last to December, most will 

sell their stock somewhere before December and hence the boom will end before the 

prediction (Mises, 1962). That is because individual knowledge always arise in the context of 

a perceived problem, and even trying to solve such a problem (like making a valuation of a 

market opportunity) gives rise to new knowledge that despite a unique birth can be utilized 

generally (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). 

So learning from Sautet (2000:71): ’Unless we remove all true uncertainty there is a 

discovery problem’. The only thing we can know with certainty is that spontaneous orders 

(see next section) works with relations of which their abstract features can be deducted, but 

the specifics, which is of importance to business people, have to be discovered (Hayek 1956). 

In forecasting man can either be right or wrong, but his choices can only be truly evaluated 

expost (Mises, 1962). Furthermore, the future is not a stable given but a function of humans 

acting. However we do despite all this have people who make a living trying to predict future 

consumer preferences, entrepreneurs. Sometime they are right and earn a profit, and 

sometime they are wrong and endure a loss. In this sense we can see entrepreneurs or firms as 

gatherers of information to act on. After this acting they effectively turn this into knowledge, 

in the sense that they know if the information was correct by enquiring if they generated 

profit or endured a loss. Below I have tried to illustrate the process of knowledge generation 

of a firm:  
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Figure 3: The firm as a knowledge creator 

 
Shows how a company employs resources in an effort to meet consumer demand, the success or failure of which 

creates knowledge. Source: Own abstraction. 

The above figure shows how a firm in consuming resources itself in order to transform 

theses into a supply that can meet a demand. Later I will deal in more detail about what a firm 

is, and how resources are allocated within, but for the present purpose the above suffice, with 

the added note that the figure is not static and works displaced over time. The firm is not an 

abstract collective but made up of human beings who use their perception. A lot of Kirzners 

work, for instance, revolve around individuals alertness for opportunities. Some economic 

agents see an opportunity that others might or might not have missed, they evaluate it and 

decides to act. Following Kirzner we know that people are more alert to what is in their 

interest to be alert to – this is why uncertain or even risky projects in societies that look down 

on loss tend to be missed. Sautet (2000) expand this viewpoint, and states that this is also 

about that the individual capabilities for imagination.  

Sometime however, the incentive or information that makes business people alert to a 

perceived possibility can be wrong, or certain factors change in the time it takes to pursue the 

opportunity.  But for our current discussion it is worth to note that people can be genuine 

mistaken, without being stupid (Sautet, 2000), as information has to be discovered, which as 

Hayek points out is costly, and Popper points out is already predetermined by search method. 

Also, facts can be missed even if they are simply, ignorance itself can be unknown (Sautet, 

2000), ignorance is not just another form of knowledge (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996), and 

people tend only to notice facts that provides them with opportunities (Kirzner, 1976). Even 

self-evident truths has to be discovered. Are truths not known yet, we cannot hold it against 

entrepreneurs for not using them, just like we cannot hold it against King Richard I that he 

did not use airplanes in the crusade.  
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Company wise Caouette et. al. (1998) talks about what exposes companies to distress 

(but necessarily also profit, I believe) is the company credit culture. Credit culture is the 

accepted amount of asset exposure in a given firm enforced either by written rules or an 

informal order. This leads to a “zone of risk” and Caouette et. al.’s argument is that 

companies should work strategically with this to match it to the overall mission of the 

company. Sautet (2000) argues similar, but believe that incentive systems determine 

companies eye for profit opportunity (and subsequent distress exposure). The real time aspect 

is also important in that as industries matures, uncertainty can start to resemble risk. As North 

notes in a praxological manner, ‘Humans attempt to reduce uncertainty (or convert is into 

risk) by learning’ (2005:24). This is however a new uncertainty (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996), 

as the underlying factors have not changed, because not only will time and ignorance make 

economic calculation necessary, they also affect these and are a result of human action 

(O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). All things relating to human action is at heart uncertain. Since it 

deals with the future we cannot know for certain that something will not happen, like a new 

innovation or a natural disaster that will not destroy even our best efforts. The human 

condition includes uncertainty (Mises 1962:66). What we are left with is an ever increasing 

knowledgebase of effective resource allocation. My concept of knowledge in the thesis is 

hence, put shortly, Hayakian (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996) in that it is 1) private, 2) empirical 

knowledge of real time and place (profit is derived from this, not abstract theory), 3) often 

tacit, 4) not only gained through price signals (there are alertness, and as explained later, 

orders), and 5) can be surprising and lead to alteration of plans and valuation.  The 

aggregated knowledgebase is as a result only built due to the action of entrepreneurs.  

2.5. The market order: Tying the world of capitalist knowledge creation together 

I have in the above laid out the foundation of the market economy10. I have shown that in 

my analysis everything boils down to consumer sovereignty, this sovereignty exercised by 

voluntary trade builds up a knowlegde base of optimal resource allocation communicated by 

prices, but also leave a conundrum for business men in forecasting consumer actions. It 

furthermore rests on negative property rights11

                                                 

10 Hayek goes so far as to suggest we should no longer call, say Denmark, for the ‘Danish economy’ when 
referring to the market in that nation as there is no overall hierarchy of ends needed for the original definition of 
an economy, but instead use the word ‘Catalastics’. Derived from Greek meaning: to exchange, to admit into 
community, and to turn enemy into friend. 

. Before progressing further into how and why 

11 The reason socialism (as nationalization of the production means) does not work is that property rights is not 
defined, and when you try to transfer these in such a system, prices and incentives are perverted (Foss, 1994) 
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firms materialize, I feel the need to further expand a couple of relevant points. There remains 

to expand a point of the concept of order, and a point of the concept of a medium of 

exchange. 

I have already used the word “order” several times in this thesis, but the term needs to be 

further explained to grasp its true meaning. It is especially Hayek (1956, 1973) who draws 

our attention to how human beings function socially by different forms of order. Social 

cooperation can happen either by spontaneous coordination or upon command – upon 

contract or upon status. An order is rules that people choose to obey, either by command or 

by rationality. Orders can be made by design, such a firm, or arrive spontaneously like 

traditions or language. The market order is a spontaneous order. It is a result of the 

autonomous actions of many people, but not any kind of design (Hayek, 1956). It has 

materialized by itself and works by the agents rational appreciation of its superior organizing 

format and acknowledged rules of conduct, than alternative orders, like war. It is more about 

pattern of behavior as opposed to neoclassical economics’ idea of constant 

profitmaximazation, and agents face the biggest uncertainty when dealing with adaptations of 

new rules by themselves or others (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). The market order is, unlike a 

government budget or a firm marketing campaign, not planned. It is some few and basic rules 

for the conduct among agents, but the outcome are up to the agents participating. Because the 

market order was not a product of design or force, but a natural step in our evolution of 

human beings12

In a way the market shows its great potential and power in its ingenious way of dealing 

peacefully and beneficially with the various inequalities of men, like mental, physical and 

even moral (Mises, 1962). The market order has no single scale hierarchy of ends, but 

contains many competing hierarchies of ends. When people trade together they do so in the 

hope of advancing their own ends. The spontaneous market order makes it possible for both 

agents trading to potentially simontainusly advance, unlike alternative imaginable orders, like 

violence, where only one agent advances. The market order is as such superior because it 

 it can be argued to form a competitive advantage of our species. A 

competitive advantage in organizing by voluntary exchange and division of labor rather than 

mere violence (Mises, 1962). Furthermore, the market is a process and has to viewed in 

relation to learning and the institutions that govern markets. 

                                                 

12 For the interested reader, this is an interesting conflict among some of the theories I use. Hayek, especially 
later in life, argued society to be a product of spontaneous evolution. This view was criticized by scholars such 
as Mises, Friedman, and Rand as it removes any reason for deliberate policy choices (Boaz, 1997).  
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promotes peace, while making every agent help other agents, without knowing or even caring 

about their ends.  

In the market order, property can only be acquired and preserved if one deploys it in 

serving the public, as such it is a kin to a public mandate, that can be withdrawn 

democratically by the consumers of the public if they do not feel is optimally employed 

(Mises, 1962). This implies resource heterogeneity as discussed by Schumpeter (1942), since 

labor and capital can be exchanged for one another, and the right ratio is the underlying factor 

of a business model so to speak. Labor heterogeneity is deductive true from the concept of 

division of labor, that people who are good at certain things benefits more by specializing and 

then trade for access to other skills (Smith, 1776). All men are born and develop different and 

unequal (Rand, 1964, Mises 1962), they have different physicals capabilities and they enjoy 

different upbringing, and choose different path. This is in part some of the reason behind the 

effectiveness of division of labor, and indeed why the price mechanism works so well in 

establishing the most optimal allocation of this division – after all, I know I am inferior in 

producing the furniture I prefer.  

The market order creates an incentive for knowledge promotion, in that for knowledge to 

be more valuable to agents, they need to market it. So scientific knowledge, like painkillers, 

reaches and benefits other agents via the market process. It is the spontaneous nature of the 

market order that makes it possible to utilize disposed and often contradictory information to 

create prosperity (Hayek 1948, 1956), and the discovery of what is profitable can only be 

done expost (Foss, 1994). The market is not a game. There is not one winner, it does not end, 

and it is not something for which we only engage in when we chose to (Mises, 1962). In the 

market all are winners, because they choose voluntary to work and trade together to improve 

their own state of being, this is a natural phenomenon and goes on forever and ever, any 

attempt to hamper or control it can have disastrous results and might prove more harmful 

than good, like the unskilled damming of river. 

Bastiat (1848) teaches us that in the market order all things are connected, but since 

people are typically only looking at one thing at the time, when they turn around to look at 

another they do not see that its malfunction is caused by the first thing they looked at. This is 

important for my argument, as we will see later, the truly beneficial aspect of the institution 

of bankruptcy is most prevalent in unhampered and unregulated markets.  

Earlier in this thesis I critiqued the use of equilibrium models for economic analysis. I do 

so on the ground that it removes the aspect of real time and change, and hence is not suited 

for an inquiry into why some firms become distressed, it does not see the constant adjustment 
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process of the market (Sautet, 2000). To expend a little further on the equilibrium point, 

markets tend by law of supply and demand to move towards equilibrium, but as the data is 

always changing, the market never actually reaches equilibrium, but is constantly moving 

away from a past “almost” equilibrium (Rothbard in Mises et. al., 1996). In this sense I make 

more use of a disequilibrium analysis. However learning from Lachman (1976) it can be 

wrong to talk about either equilibrium or disequilibrium, as the market contain both 

movements simontainously! The only state of affair we are able to deduct from the present 

market is hence the current path laid out by investors and others by tying up their resources in 

heavy production processes or contracts.  

Before moving on and talking in detail about firm creation, I will touch on the last, but 

important, aspect of the market order. In order to be efficient in communication the 

knowledge gained on resource allocation the market order needs a neutral medium of 

exchange; money. It is not within the scope of this thesis to talk about the specifics of money, 

but for the record the thesis treats money a medium of exchange (Mises, 1952) that gains 

value from the moral belief that other men will honor it (Rand, 1964). The format is, except 

for fetishlike collectors, as such valueless. It is spontaneously conceived over time to deal 

with the constant uncertainty involve in making choices of resource allocation (O’Driscoll & 

Rizzo, 1996). It is the believe that someone somewhere will honor it.  

 

In the above I have laid out the concept of consumer sovereignty as the ultimate deciding 

factor for the fate of companies. I have demonstrated the price mechanism as a conveyor of 

knowledge on resource allocation and consumer demand. I have discussed the issues faced 

when forecasting, as the mental weighting of various subjective valuations. Finally I have 

described the market order. I now move on to talk about firm creation.  
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3. Theory of the firm or why firms are born  
Since Adam Smith (1776), the human race has been interested in how resources comes to 

be exploited in the economy, but this old inquiry have taken a back position in neoclassical 

economics (Sautet, 2000). In the above section I introduced the difference between a 

spontaneous and a made order. It is from this distinction we can start to understand in more 

detail what kind of order a firm is, and why it exists, as it does, between the made order of 

government and the spontaneous order of a market. We start with shortly outlining the 

institutions that make up a society. From there I go further into the institution of the firm. 

3.1. Individuals & orders 

To make this preliminary discussion more fruitful and easy to follow I have constructed 

the figure below: 

Figure 4: Orders of Society 

 
Show individuals, firms, and government orders in the great society.  Source: Own abstraction based on Hayek 

(1976). 

If we work our way outside in, we see that human beings live in a society as discussed in 

section 2.5. It can be called rules of thumbs, which makes the future somewhat predictable, 

after all if it was totally unpredictable we would not act at all because planning would be 

pointless (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). As ‘ideas precede accomplishment’ (Paterson, 1943), it 

seems logically that this spontaneous order is somewhat defined by the technological 

possibilities at the time of enquiry. The rules that govern this order needs not be explicitly 

known to the agents, they just need to know the acceptable or expected behavior; this is 

illustrated by Leoni (1961) with lawcases where unique cases are dealt with in the same way. 

Moving along in the figure, we see the individuals. Most that needs to said about these is 

stated in previously. These individuals can at time benefit from joining together for a 
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common goal. They do so, initially, for spontaneous reasons and create made orders, such as 

churches, firms, football clubs and so on. However as resources are scarce, and people and 

groups of people will likely have conflicting goals, they set up a monopoly of force (Weber, 

1919), a government, to protect the rights of trade. This government can take many forms, 

and its function can change over time, but it is always a made order constructed by the people 

that it governs, and all orders that spring from it are always made ones. It is important to 

understand this, as government, like firms, is not nature given, but the result of the ideas and 

will of individuals, and that government and society is not a synonym (Paine, 1792). This is 

why Denmark is different from Pakistan, and why the public attitude to a defaulted business 

man is different in Denmark than the US. This description is aligned to Smith (1776) who 

‘wrote of advancing (not maximizing) the material well-being (not utility) of the common man 

(not society as a whole’ (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996:112). 

From these basic insights we can deduct certain truths (Hayek, 1976). First of all, society 

has no overall purpose, but is the sum of many conflicting purposes, it is a cosmos. 

Companies are a method of individuals to pool together to achieve various personal ends, 

they are a taxis. The above mentioned price mechanism insures optimal allocation of 

resources, and without it, as in a central planned economy, resource allocation will necessary 

always be suboptimal due to conflicting ends of individuals (Mises, 1952). So in order to 

define what I denote when referring to a firm I make use of Foss (1994): ‘... by the term 

“firm”, I mean an organisation that is planned with the purpose of earning profit. In 

Hayekian terms (Hayek 1973), the firm is a “planned order”, an element of Taxis. It exists in 

the interstices of the unplanned market order, that is, “kosmos”’. 

To make this more operative, you can say the a firm is a legal regime (Jensen & 

Meckling, 1976) method to pursue a strategy that requires planning in real time (O’Driscoll 

& Rizzo, 1996) of different resources in order to profit from an impregnable bases (Penrose, 

1956, Foss et. al., 2008), or one or more core competences (Hamel & Prahalad, 1990) 

3.2. The order of the firm 

But why is it that individuals do not just use the price mechanism to organize 

themselves? Why do we see the spontaneous emergence of temporal made orders based on 

long term hierarchical contracts (Sautet, 2000)? Coase (1936) answers this, by pointing out 

that there is a price to using the price mechanism. This is not counter to Hayek’s argument, 

just complementary, in that while it is relatively costless for an individual a find the cheapest 

price for bread, it is more costly to organize the scarce resources in time and space needed to 
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bake bread. In short, an individual valuates cost in relation to lost satisfaction, where a 

company evaluate cost in relation to profit, and that is why we need a separate theory of the 

firm (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). 

Sautet (2000) following (Alchian & Woodward, 1988, Holmström & Tirole, 1989) hence 

states four reasons for the firm 1) technological (production that cannot be separated). 2) 

Denial of firms as being different from the market. 3) Transaction cost (cost associated with 

using the price mechanism) and these cost can be measurement or contracting. This view is 

fundamentally an industry approach 4) Firm as a source of rent derived from working 

together or from capabilities (Penrose, 1956). This is a resource based view different from 

transaction costs because accumulation of resources is independent from contracting. Finally 

he introduces his own compliment to and bridging of to the last two approaches.  

The two first approaches I dismiss in my analysis. The first because, following 

Williamson (1979), it is not as such an economic argument, but more a technical one. The 

latter, as I do agree that the use of the price mechanism entails cost, and that these are 

correlated to size and complexity of the end sought.  

A fifth method delimited by Foss (1994) to explain firms that I do not find useful is, the 

nexus of contract approach. The reason why I do not find it useful for enquiry is that it 

assumes the markets exists prior to firms, and that in term make the establishment of firms 

more like (Robbinsian) management than Kirznerian entrepreneurship (Foss, 1994). I believe 

more, like Kirzner, that the firm is what results after the entrepreneur has completed some 

entrepreneurial decision-making, specially the purchase of certain resources.  

So now we have our fundamental difference between individual and firms in the market 

order; individuals are means orientated (i.e. how much does this bread cost in relation to that 

potato) (Hayek, 1952). Firms are as an island of planning end orientated (i.e. what is the most 

optimal way to earn a profit by satisfying hunger) (Coase, 1936). This end has to, however, 

come from somewhere. It comes from the entrepreneur. When Penrose (1956) talks about 

leadership as being a resource; the entrepreneur can hence be viewed as one distinctly 

different resource than that of management, which more resembles a good. 

3.3. Theory of the firm as a profit seeker 

The classic theory of the firm revolves around the role of transaction costs.  The main 

idea is that the end, producing for at a profit, requires means, and these means entail 

transaction costs, that need to be controlled in order to meet the end. According to Coase 

(1936) and later Williamson (1975, 1979) firms exist because the cost of using the market 
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and its price mechanism (Hayek, 1948) exceeds the cost of the same transaction when 

organized internally in the firm. Coase sees that the firm supersede the price mechanism and 

allocating of resources by authority within the transaction cost restraint (Coase, 1937). This 

cost goes down within the firm because many short term contracts are replaced with one big 

contract. This holds until the number of transactions is so great that the marginal cost of 

coordination diminishes; thus, the ultimate boundary of any firm is constituted (Gordon, 

2007) as modeled below. 

Figure 5: The boundary of the firm 

 
Source: Coase (1936). 

In order to comprehend the theory, we need to define the somewhat illusive concept of 

transaction costs. Learning from Eggertson (1990:14) ‘transaction costs are the costs that 

arises when individuals exchange ownership rights to economic assets and enforce their 

exclusive rights’. In other words, they are always associated with the cost of acquiring 

information on relations of exchange, be it material, capital, or labor goods, and can be 

denoted as opportunity costs (Sautet, 2000). Transaction cost can also potentially kill a firm 

in the Coase theory; 1) if management is inefficient in managing transaction costs , 2) if the 

firm fails to make optimal use of factors of production the firm will not meet the end of 

producing a profit and hence cease to exist, 3) finally the price of one or more resources can 

rise. Sautet (2000) points out that it is not quite clear what Coase means with the third point, 

my reading is that he refers to the insights of Hayek on the Business Cycle and credit 

expansion which I will deal with in detail in section 5.  
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Figure 6: The Governance of a firm determined by uncertainty (risk), asset 
specificity, & frequency 

 
Source: Williamson (???). Model burrowed from Kirsten Foss Lecture Slides. 

Williamson expands the Coaseian framework with governance cost and asset specificity 

to explain firm creation and organizing format as modelled in Figure 6. Specificity refers to 

the asset having higher value in this relation than any other (Williamson, 1975). Asset 

specificity must be understood as degrees, because if resources were perfectly specific 

reconstruction of distressed companies would not be conceivable and allocation a strictly 

technical matter (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). Besides he also draws attention to frequency 

and uncertainty (however in a meaning more resembling risk (Williamson 1979, Sautet, 

2000). In doing so, he shows that many non-standard contracting forms can be a more 

efficient organizing principle to explain the internal governing structure of the firm. By 

relying heavy on principle agent theory, he also puts bounded rationality (Simon, 1957) and 

limiting opportunism like moral hazard at the heart of firm creation. Sautet disagrees, and 

points out that while the joint theory of Coase and Williamson is a good start they ignore 

change, which I, based on Hayek, have argued to be the main reason behind economic 

problems. Coase and Williamson ignores change according to Sautet because they 

fundamentally build on an equilibrium model of stable prices and full information. This is 

because the question asked is not so much why firms exist, but more what propels agents to 

either make or buy a product? This is problematic, because it resembles cost-benefit analysis 

– which is directly derived from, and only makes universal sense in, an equilibrium model 

where values are not subjective. 

Foss (1994) also shows this problem with the Coase theory in ignoring the changing 

nature of the market. Foss ascertain that behind Williamson however there is an open-ended 

universe,  and the economy is changing and complex; Bounded rationality show that 

comprehensive contracting is unrealistic (Sautet 2000), and this could be taken to mean an 
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open-endedness in Williamson (Foss, 1994). But as Sautet (2000) counters, if contractual 

arrangements depends on the nature of the transaction and the specificity of the asset 

exchanged, in other words the nature and market value of the underlying asset, it is only 

logical to believe that there is a degree of uncertainty in the transactions and that this 

uncertainty increases with the frequency of exchange. Sautet (2000) points out that Coase and  

Williamson hence ignores Hayeks knowledge problem of where prices comes from, and 

therefore forget to take the entrepreneur behind the firm into the picture. The entrepreneur 

that bears this uncertainty, and actually does so by organising his endeavour in a firm (Sautet, 

2000). 

3.4. Theory of the firm as a minimizing of uncertainty 

It is important to stress that the below presented theory of the firm as tool for handling 

uncertainty in entrepreneurship is not an alternative or competing explanation to either 

transaction cost approach or the resource based view. It is meant as complementary in taking 

into account the entrepreneur as a resource that directs the end of the firm in an open-ended 

world of uncertainty. 

Since I have moved beyond equilibrium analysis (Sautet, 2000, Foss, 1994) there is a 

cost of going to market. In order to decide whether or not to go to market with this cost we 

need a prime mover, an entrepreneur, as being a function different from that of a manager. 

Sautet sees that while Coase uses the word entrepreneur, he does so in relation to 

management tasks, not opportunity alertness. So Sautet states that while it is true that firms 

seek to earn profit from lowering the transaction cost and building core competences, it also 

does something else too. It lessens the exposure to uncertainty! 

The prime mover who believe to have discovered a profit opportunity, need to secure the 

use of various factors of production at various points in space and time; he needs to plan 

when, where, and how to use resources. He plans at the beginning what separate factors he 

needs to combine at what time and in what order to create a core competence. This involves 

real time and change. The fulfillment of a plan requires that the inputs are available at the 

time the plan requires. This becomes the main reason why a firm is set up, to establish, hold, 

and maintain long and short term contract for usage of resources in order to fulfill a plan. We 

see a difference here to the transaction costs approach in that, while Sautet’s theory also rests 

on well-defined and enforceable property rights (that can be divided in many ways (Foss, 

1994)), it is unlike transaction cost theory and resource based theory, not about ownership, 

but rather about coordination. 
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Figure 7: The firm as knowledge creator directed by the entrepreneur 

 
Shows how an entrepreneur directs his planning by organizing in a company to employ resources in an effort to 

meet consumer demand, the success or failure of which creates knowledge. Source: Own abstraction. 

Firms as an organizing order do encounter the classical knowledge problem of Hayek, in 

that the entrepreneur needs to coordinate the use of not just resources, but also knowledge 

that he himself does not process (Hayek, 1976). Knowledge coordination becomes key for the 

firm as a planning tool (Sautet, 2000), from the topline turnover, to the cost side optimization, 

to the bottom-line. This is only a firm that can with flexibility handle uncertainty in this way. 

The firm is hence needed to exploit opportunities that would otherwise go unexploited, and 

the firm as such possesses a solution to the Lachman problem of markets both seeking 

equilibrium and disequilibrium at the same time. With this add-on to the theory of the firm by 

Sautet, we can move beyond the classical make-or buy scheme and its inherited limitations 

from its roots in cost-benefit- and equilibrium analysis. We can truly answer why firms are 

born; To deal with the price of using the price mechanism and the given uncertainty of the 

market order by planning for profit by exploiting core competences. Again I stress that the 

theories are complementary, not competing; where traditional theory of the firm gives an 

internal reason for the firm, like a marriage, Sautet shows an external reason the firm, in that 

it makes production requested by consumers possible. 

When entrepreneurs so go on to employ capital joint together in plan, it becomes 

imperative to evaluate this combination of resources together, not as individual assets. We 

need to evaluate this bundle in relation to what profit can be achieved that could not be 

achieved before. The market order takes care of this by providing profit or capital to the plan. 

If this combination fails to either generate profit or gain capital form investors it will need to 

be liquidated. Liquidation is fundamentally about diversification (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 

2006). If it is worth more apart, sell. A part of the question of whether it is worth more apart 

then together is also to do with the risk from holding the asset (Elton et. al., 2007). 
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Settlements must normally be agreed upon, and in our new theory of the firm framework, this 

is likely again to call for a potential search for entrepreneurial opportunity.  
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4. How firms become distressed 
In the following I will look financially at how firms become distressed and why some 

eventually go bankrupt while others survive, typically with significant differences, such as 

new owners or a difference capital structure. In this I follow Foss (1994), in looking at profit-

maximization as determining survival, and O’Driscoll & Rizzo (1996)  in that economic 

problems arise due to unexpected change. When a firm becomes strapped for cash and is 

hence distressed, the most important question to ask and seek to answer is quite simply: Is the 

firm worth more dead than alive (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006:viii), and if not, what is the 

value relative to the claims against the assets? 

4.1. Why do companies go bankrupt? 

Ultimately companies go bankrupt when they run out of cash and their commitments 

becomes bigger than their activities. On the way to this we can talk of the company becoming 

distressed. However this answer to the proposed question in the heading is just the effect. It 

tells nothing about the cause of why companies arrive at this sorry state. 

Mises told us that companies are not abstract collectives but the sum of the actions of the 

people employed in them, and hence when companies run out of cash it is ultimately the 

result of management decisions. This is also backed up empirically where Altmen & 

Hotchkiss (2006) finds that up to 90% of bankruptcies can be traced back to poor 

management decisions, Lai (1994) finds the same to be true for the Norwegian banking crisis 

of 1990. 

There can however also be other reasons. Some industries can simply be said to be 

conically sick (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006), examples include the airline industry and 

newspaper printing. There are certain signs to look for to see if the industry is causing 

additional stress on the enterprise. 

• Deregulation & trade barriers 

Deregulation tends to lead to increasing competition. That in terms leads to 

decreasing prices, which can cause negative operating income and push companies 

into bankruptcy. The case in point is the airline industry of United States in 1980s. In 

relation to this, is removal of trade barriers that can cause inefficient national 

companies to crumble under the pressure of new foreign competition. 

• Financial markets 

If equity markets shifts and looses interest or belief in certain industries it can push 

stock prices down. Further along this line is over-leverage in the economy which can 
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make it hard for companies to gain access to debt capital, or cause lower premiums 

for collateral.  High real interest rate payments can push leveraged companies over the 

cliff. Same goes with currency volatility if companies are highly exposed to these, 

like having large exports. However studies show that company debt is less important 

factor to explain bankruptcy than whether the business model is sound (Altmen & 

Hotchkiss, 2006). 

• Overcapacity & high new firm formation 

Overcapacity within an industry will typically lead to price competition and 

companies that are not efficient in managing their margins can be pushed to 

bankruptcy. In periods where new firm formation is high, typically fuelled by low 

interest rates, it will lead to a higher bankruptcy rates – as new firms tend to fail more 

often, as well as bidding resources away from other firms. Real estate development in 

a boom economy is the text book example of this. 

• New technology and innovation 

Schumpeter (1942) famous framework of ‘Creative Destruction’ teaches us that as 

new innovation occur; this will destroy old less innovative companies and push them 

out of the market place if the competition is free. The human history is ripe with 

examples of this, one famous one is how refrigerators won over door to door ice 

vendors (Friedman & Friedman, 1980).  

4.2. The distressed firm as a financial entity 

When a company face a life-threatening situation many concerns arises. The investor 

wants to make sure his investment is safe, or if it can be recovered. The CEO might be sad if 

forced to fire people – Bill Gates allegedly keeps large reserves of cash so that he in this 

situation will be able to pay everybody for a year (Boughton, 2008). Maybe the CEO might 

be disappointed that he will have to let his customers down – customers that have a demand 

for his product and will be worse off if the company closes down. The CEO might be afraid 

that he has to disappoint his capital providers such as investors or banks. It can in fact be 

argued quasi-legally that the responsibility of the management changes when a firm becomes 

distress (Branch, 2000); Before the only concern was to the owners, and to a lesser extent the 

company as a whole and stakeholders, now it is equally to debt claimants. However no matter 

the sentiments; the only two questions to ask for the stakeholders of a distressed company is: 

“How likely is it that this can be profitable, and what to do to make it so?”  
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Before looking at distress companies options, I will introduce below a model that shows 

what a company can be said to do in financial and operational terms.  

Figure 8: All stocks and flows to and from a company 

 
Shows how a company employs assets to generate revenue by selling to customers. Source: Penman, 2007. 

A distressed company has typically used the cash it had from Capital Markets and is 

unable to generate sufficient working capital from the Product and Input market. Meaning 

either; operation revenue is too small or their operating expenses is too high, to generate a 

positive operating income, and they are burning cash reserves. 

There can however be many reasons why this is so. Young firms might need to burn a 

large amount of cash to develop their product to the market. Some firms are sensitive to 

seasons, like agriculture and travel companies. Others might be extra sensitive to changes in 

factor markets, such as oil. But no matter the reason, the time constraint of how long a 

company can burn cash is given by its liquidity. The questions than becomes:  Are the 

company burning cash a matter of a broken balance sheet or a matter of broken business 

model?.  

A broken balance sheet is something that can, and ought to, be fixed. Sometimes this 

comes naturally, like in agriculture, where operating revenue might be huge in some months 

and total absent in other, while operation expenses remain relative constant throughout, but 
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over a year’s time operation income is, hopefully, positive. Other times management might 

need look at certain expenses on the balance sheet and try to diminish them.  

The business model is key here, as always. The business model determines everything in 

a company, how to go to market, what to go to market with, and who that does it – it is quite 

simply the answer to the question, of how a given business intent to make money? If the 

business model is broken, the company is a likely candidate to liquidation, because the assets 

of the company are worth more apart, than tied together in this business plan.  

If however it is believed that the company’s cash trouble is due to a broken balance 

sheet, the natural first question is how to fix it, and what resource and time will it require? In 

order to find this out, and if reliable data is available, you can look at accounting ratios13

Another imperative question to answer is, if these initiatives are taken, will the company 

generate residual earnings? Residual earnings is defined as a measure that captures value 

added to book value, and is the earnings in excess of required earnings. The formula goes: 

 of 

which you can never have too many (Caouette et. al., 1998). If time allows a detailed 

profitability model ought to be derived too (see Penman, 2007).  

Residual earnings1 = Earnings1 – (required return * investment0). 

An example is shown below, where we have invested 600 dollars with an expected, or 

required, return of 10. For instance compared to a 5% bank loan plus a risk premium. Below I 

have tried to illustrate three examples of earnings and whether these can be said to be good 

investments 

Earnings Residual Earnings Was the investment good? 

50 -10 No. We lost money and destroyed value, and would have 

been better off putting the money in the bank 

60 0 We where no better or worse than putting the bank in the 

bank. We have not generated or destroyed value. We have 

counted the additional risk in, and this is status quo 

70 10 Yes. We made 10 dollars! 

To be fair, you would in the above valuation have to carry the claims against the asset as 

well, for instance as part of the initial investment. At the end of the day, it is, in the words of 

Altman (1990:8), essential that you should seek to rehabilitate only ‘distressed, yet 

productive, entities’.  

                                                 

13 See Altman & Hotchkiss (2006) for examples. 
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Now we have gone through three steps of understanding, 1) the company is losing 

money. 2) is it due to a broken business model or merely a broken balance sheet. 3) We have 

determined what can be done and looked at whether the company will generate residual 

earnings with said changes. Below I propose a Right to life model based on a compilation of 

financial and business theory14

Figure 9: Right to life-model: The analysis steps to evaluate a distressed firm 

. 

 
Source: Own creation.  

As we can see, I state that if the proposed changes to fix the balance sheet do not deliver 

residual earnings the company ought to be liquidated. I have however added a feedback loop 

in the model, as this might be used by management to see if there is some other initiative that 

might be more preferable in this light. Since the starting point of this model is declining 

operating income and cash reserves, and it is likely that changes that effect the balance sheet 

takes time, like wages to fired employees or new supplier contracts. The cash problem is 

likely to remain an issue forcing the company to raise new capital. For simplicity sake, and 

because this option is not available to the vast majority of companies, I have ignored own 

issues of corporate debt, such as bonds. Instead I make the issues of getting credit or selling 

equity for a given valuation. I have for simplicity sake, and to remain within my research 

scope, ignored the different type of credit, but mainly denoted that credit is acquiring 

liquidity now for a penalty (interest) in the future.  

                                                 

14 The method has not been tested but is an attempt to unify theoretical insights and make them operative. It was 
encouragingly received by Copenhagen Business Angel Network when presented. 
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The last and important effect about acquiring capital in the market is that if this proves 

impossible the business model might be sound, but is not the best being offered, and in a 

world of limited resources this is the final test of the right to life of the company. When 

companies become commodities in the investment market they of cause fall under the law of 

supply and demand like all other goods looking for a potential volunteer buyer (for examples 

see the venture market in Vintergaard, 2006). 

4.3. The concept of bankruptcy costs 

When a company is facing distress they will incur additional costs that also need to be 

carried in subsequent credit seeking or valuation, below I introduce these. It makes sense to 

talk about direct and indirect bankruptcy cost (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006), which I will do 

first. Afterwards I will also touch on some potential gains from a period of distress, as well as 

size issues relating to distress. 

4.3.1. Direct costs 

These include professionals like lawyers, consultants, investment bankers, and such. It is 

hard to measure these direct costs, but Warner (1977) claims them to be 4 percent of market 

value a year prior to bankruptcy, Weiss (1990) say the costs are closer to an average 3.1 

percent (range from 1 to 6.6 percent) of book value of debt plus market value of equity the 

end of the fiscal year prior to bankruptcy. Both estimations are so low however that it is fair 

to claim that while a thorough valuation should include them, they have no or little relevance 

for the claims against a surviving firm (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006, Brealey et. al., 2005). 

This picture changes drastically for a firm that closes down altogether. Here direct costs to 

professionals ate the entire estate in 68% of the examined cases (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). 

A famous example of this is ship maker B&W that four years after declared bankruptcy, 

turned out not to have been bankrupt after all (Lange, 2001) or Eastern Airlines in USA that 

spend $114 million on professional fees (Brealey et. al., 2005, 480n). No matter what the 

money deployed on direct bankruptcy cost amounts to, it is money not spend on direct value 

creation. 

4.3.2. Indirect costs 

This can in many ways be treated financially as part of the opportunity cost. It includes 

increased cost of doing business from, for instance, less credit, higher interest rate, loss of 

customers, or worse supplier contracts. It can also include loss of key employees and missed 

profit opportunities. It is close to impossible to measure or guestimate the indirect cost of 
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bankruptcy as the uncertainty is almost as total as in a start-up, but research places it between 

10 to 20 % of enterprise value (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). Generally speaking, valuation of 

distressed companies tends to go down, and ownership change is likely (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 

2006), especially due to equity infusion. Management tend, for various structural reasons, to 

remain largely unchanged. Furthermore, external players like media, can be more important 

factor for restructuring potential than the company itself. 

4.3.3. Distress gains 

On the plus side however, financial distress can push management to make necessary and 

hard, but unpleasant, decision such as lay-offs, they would otherwise avoid (Jensen, 1989). 

There is furthermore a tendency for boardsize to go down, and become more specialized 

(Gilson, 1990).  

4.3.4. Size matters 

Size is essential when a company becomes distressed. Big companies typically have 

easier access to collateral for loans. Likewise they also have the possibility of selling assets to 

generate cash and save the operation (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006), however this comes with a 

risk that in a rush to generate cash, good assets might be sold off (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 

2006). When it comes to direct and indirect bankruptcy costs size plays another role too; 

Small companies tend to be ‘more people rather than equipment’ (Caouette et. al., 1998), 

hence they are more sensitive and indirect bankruptcy costs effects is likely to be higher for 

them.  

The answer to the overall question of whether the assets are worth more together or 

apart gains an important time dimension for big companies that can potentially carry losses 

longer. 

Management compensation is more tricky to say something general about. In large 

corporations it is typically tied to contracts and performance measures (not necessarily 

correlated for putting the company in financial distress). At the same time lots of tacit 

knowledge can be tied to a dominant CEO and restructuring might require his cooperation 

(Rasmussen, 2009) In small companies however, where the CEO might own a large 

shareposition and not wish to be diluted, he can have an incentive to cut operational costs by 

cutting his own compensation.  
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4.4. Getting credit 

Modigliani & Miller (1958, 1963) stated in their famous articles that capital structure did 

not matter. The only things that matter were future revenue and the risk-return profile of the 

industry. In other words, the quality of management and their actions, as well as the market 

they were serving. This conclusion was however based on various hard assumptions, such as 

full information and no taxes. In the real world taxes is however as sure as death to quote 

Benjamin Franklin, but so is the possible tax shield that can serve as a de facto discount on 

raising capital by debt instead of equity (Brealey et. al., 2005), as can be illustrated in the 

famous Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) formula: 

After tax WACC = rE E/V + rD(1-Tc)D/V 

 
Where:   rE = Required return on Equity. Typically derived by a CAPM15

             E = Equity 
. 

             V = Firm Value ( E +D) 
             rD = Reqired return of Debt 
            Tc = Marginal corporate tax rate 
             D = Debt. 
 

This means that debt can generate value (a kin to additional capital or liquidity if you 

will) and this value can be put to work in the profit pursuit of the capital. The above equation 

is the underlying reason why some believe that debt is good, and more debt is very good. 

Furthermore since debt payment is preferred payment, it can be worth more than common 

stock for investors (Lewis, 1990, Brealey et. al., 2005).  Even with these advantages of debt 

over equity, Altmen & Hotchkiss (2006) have argued that the optimum level of debt is where 

the expected bankruptcy cost are equal to the value of the tax benefits from debt as illustrated 

in the equation below.  

PB,t(BCDt + BCIt) * (PV)t = (PVt) Tc (Idt) * ( 1 – PB,t) 

 
Where    PB,t  = Probability of bankruptcy estimated in period t  
           BCDt = Direct bankruptcy cost estimated in period t  
             BCIt = Indirect bankruptcy cost estimated in period t   
              PVt = Present value adjustment to period t 
                Tc = Marginal tax bracket of the corporation 
                Idt = Interest expense from period t to infinity 
 

                                                 

15 Capital Asset Pricing Model. It falls outside the scope of this paper to explain CAPM. Please consult 
(Brealey et. al, 2005, Altmen & Hotchkiss 2006, Elton, et. al., 2007, Penman, 2007,) 
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Where the general consensus is that listed companies must grow and perform because of 

their stock price, so is it believed by some (Lewis, 1990) that companies highly indebted is 

even more pressed to perform (or die). The danger with debt is however that it rest on firm 

value at time of taking on debt, and if this value falls, say due to falling sales and therefore 

falling operating income, meeting obligations or achieving refinancing can become 

troublesome. The same is the case if debt markets are down, as they are currently, as it 

historically takes very little to move the willingness in the market to refinance risky 

companies from very easy to close to impossible (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). 

When banks give credit to companies they perform a risk assessment (see table 1 as an 

illustration). This risk assessment can also be performed by management and investors 

beforehand and serve as a way to value likely credit condition before pursuing this option. 

Would management expect this entity to pay back a loan, and keeping time value of money 

(See section 5) in mind, what interest would they themselves demand for the service?  

Table 1: Commercial Small Business Loan Credit Scoring Model Variables  

    Points for worst value   Points for best value 
Credit characteristics and points 0 10 
Number of years in business Less than 1 year More than 5 years 
Current ratio Less than 1  Less than 1.80 
Total debt/ net worth Over 2.0 Under 1.2 

Profitability Loss in most recent year 
Profitable for 3 consecutive 
years 

Loan/ Accounts receivable 1.25 <0.5 

Acceptable financial data 
Interim financial 
statement Latest 3 annual 

Accounts payable 
More than 20 percent 
over 60 days 

20 percent credit; rest 
cash/discount 

Source: Caouette et. al., 1998. 

From a transaction cost point of view, the initial transaction cost can be higher in 

negotiating interest rate and borrowing terms, however this is not a given as rising equity can 

also entail high initial transaction costs, and is almost sure to continue to generate transaction 

costs with more owners. It is therefore for most companies the best way forward to acquire 

debt also from a transaction cost point of view too. 

It can be argued (Caouette et. al., 1998) to be a potential competitive advantage for a 

distress firm to know their credit situation in relation to evaluate whether to continue or close 

down, and whether if continuation is chosen, to seek debt or equity financing. To this it is an 

advantage for the firm, not least because they have better access to information, to apply 
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credit models like the Z-model or Moody’s (see Altmen & Hotchkiss (2006) for illustration 

and application of these) internally. 

4.5. Distressed firm valuation  

Many companies, especially young start-ups with business angel or venture investors, 

might be pressed to raise capital by selling equity. It is after all for the most better to have a 

small piece of a large cake, then a large piece of a small cake. In order to sell equity the 

negotiating partners must agree on a valuation of what the firm is likely worth in the future. 

Below I shortly list three possible ways to arrive at a valuation. 

4.5.1. Multiple analyses 

This is the classic method of comparables. It is a method where a peer group is selected 

based on an industry scan that has similar traits as the target valuation firm. They might be in 

the same industry, of similar size or similar growth projection, and share risk profiles. The 

first challenge for this method is that companies do not tend to be similar and you very easy 

end up comparing bananas to apples. For the peer group you select certain ratios, like P/E or 

Turnover to Employees. The big issue of the method is that it assumes efficient markets  for 

all other companies than the target (Penman, 2007). Furthermore you are sensitive to varying 

accounting principles for the comparables (Penman, 2007). It is also important to make a 

choice if valuation is done on historical data or forecast, and if the latter is chosen, account 

for the likely change in these from the company being in a state of distress. Finally the 

method typically works best with large public traded companies due to availability of data. 

Empirically the best comparables for bankruptcy valuation is EBITDA (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 

2006). 

4.5.2. DCF 

This is the method of Discounted Cash Flows. The future cash in- and outflows are 

mapped out, typically aiming at a Free Cash Flow, along with a terminal value when the 

company goes into a steady state (typically where growth is equal to that of the economy as a 

whole), and a present value is used to determine the value of the total enterprise by 

accounting Net Present Value. In order to map the cash flows, various assumptions on 

income and costs are derived. In short, if the value of the continuing enterprise is bigger than 

the opportunity cost, the company should continue (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). However, in 

order to answer this we need to know the WACC, and this is tricky. Not least so, because this 

typically changes a lot for distressed firms over the time of the DCF-model, something the 
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model has trouble accounting for. This effect can be countered to an extent by using an 

Adjusted Present Value-model, where the Net Present Value of an asset if financed entirely 

by equity plus the present value of any financing side effects is compared (Altmen & 

Hotchkiss, 2006, Brealey et. al., 2005). The final issue is that in order for the model to work, 

it has to continue to a stable state, but that can take many years and hence the uncertainty of 

the model increases. 

4.5.3. Real options 

The concept of adding real options to the DCF-model have gained increasing attention in 

strategy and finance theses recent years. The idea is to work with American put and pull 

options when valuing a project typically in a binominal framework, and using the value of the 

underlying asset since trading is absent (Brealey et. al., 2005). In formula it is stated as 

follows: 

Expected return = (probability of success) * NPV if successful  

                                                + (1 – probability of success) * NPV if unsuccessful 

Meaning that if there is 55% chance of a market growth of 8% resulting in an NPV of 14 

mil, with a NPV of -5 mil if this growth does not materialize, the expected return is 5,45 %. 

The author of this thesis have not seen real options applied to bankruptcy valuation, but 

believes it should be possible and might be a solution to the (typically) changing WACC. 

However the time span of bankruptcy valuation is pressured and real option valuation takes 

time. Plus if valuation is used in legal presiding, it might place a normative demand on 

management to pursue the models suggestions. This would de facto destroy the main reason 

behind the success of real options models, namely that it shows the value of management 

decision. Furthermore since American options are always worth more alive than dead 

(Brealey et. al., 2005), it might give incentive of turnaround management to postpone 

decisions on which the model rests on. 

Obviously it can in many cases make sense, if time and other resources allow, to try all 

method and compare their valuation. Also it can make sense to use a “sum of the parts” 

methodology in more complex cases, to avoid a waste of potentially good companies. There 

can however be little doubt that there is good money to be made by investing in distressed 

firm with sound business models no matter what, which the increases in such investments 

bear witness to (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). Not least because distressed securities 

(disregardless of type) tend to be sold with a substantial discount. (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 

2006). 
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We do with these models still suffer from the same constraint about the future as 

mentions earlier. We cannot know the future, and as discussed above, risk is fundamentally 

different from uncertainty. Uncertainty can be argued to be an even bigger issue in distressed 

firms as significant changes to the company is likely to occur doing the restructuring. What 

the models can tell us is some useful assumptions and preconditions, like if the marketshare 

fail to grow with at least 3% percent per year next five years the company will not have 

positive operating income. As such valuation models can serve as entrepreneurial tools, and 

continue to give signals whether the resources of the company would be better off apart. 

However caution is advised as the models are not precise science or the result of lab 

experiments, but the product of the human mind that conjured them up. Empirically valuation 

of the same distressed company has varied, in instances up to $800 million, and the actual 

value years down the line been off the mark with 50% percent (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). 

These differences are likely not random, but the result of the negotiation process within and 

outside distressed firms (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). Employees wishing to keep their job 

might be overoptimistic. Venture investor wanting to acquire more of a good thing for less 

money might talk the valuation down, and so fort. 

4.5.4. Additional considerations concerning M&A valuation 

It can be tempting for some companies to attempt a takeover or merge to fix the balance 

sheet or even the business model. This situation can arise when a company believes that an 

increase in size will deliver additional bargaining power for suppliers or customers. It can 

also arise if an investment fund believes the merger of two or more portfolio companies will 

deliver savings that can free up cash. However as tempting as this strategy can look for 

management of a distressed entity or its owners, it is, like everything else, not free. The cost 

of pursuing Merger & Acquisition activities can for large corporation be substantial, and for 

small companies lead directly to liquidation (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006) without failing the 

long term consumer sovereignty test.  

Furthermore, mergers of distressed companies have historically not been successful 

(Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006). If both firms are facing distress and trying to reorganize or 

turnaround, mergers are an effective way to redeploy asset only if the combined cash flow of 

the merged firm increases more than firms that are not facing distress and hence are not 

restructuring (Hotchkiss & Mooradian, 1998). 

All the above shows that the main issue to solve when a company is failing to rest in 

itself or grow from its own cash generation is whether the resources employed in the assets of 
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the company is worth more bundled together or independent and free to be used in other 

pursuits. Same thing goes for employees, would it be better to have them work on something 

else, somewhere else? At the end of the day, failure to be profitable means that customers and 

the economy as a whole is not served in the most optimal way by these resources. This is 

what Mises (1962) means when he talks about that capital goods are not really owned, but 

merely burrowed to serve the consumer, until the point where this objective is no longer met. 

It should never be a goal of anybody to save a company at any price - bad business models 

has no right to life and must be killed off. Studies show this to be true, 40% of firms that have 

been restructured continue to experience loss on operating income (Hotchkiss, 1995), and 

their ‘operation to sales’-ratio is lower than their peer group. This is in every meaning a waste 

of potential and resources, and in the long run makes everybody worse off, even people who 

get to keep their job in a failing company.  
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5. Clusters of distress 
Having now laid out the market order, the way firms are born, and can ultimately die, I 

feel there remains one important aspect to examine before concluding on the role of firm 

closure in the market order. Why do we at certain times and space see many firms become 

distress (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996)? If the market is self-correcting and throws out bad 

entrepreneurs over time, we would not expect many firms to be making a loss… Why is it 

than that at sometimes a lot of firms makes a loss? 

To start this enquiry I turn again to Sautet (2000) and his dissection of ‘Entrepreneurial 

errors’. Because whether it is in the day to day running of firms, or in the initial decision to 

start a firm, it seems that whatever causes firm distress must be linked to entrepreneurial error 

since the entrepreneur is the prime mover of any firm. So when we see many distressed firms 

at the same point in time and space what we see can be denoted as a cluster of entrepreneurial 

errors (Schumpeter, 1942), so below are explanations of said errors: 

• Missed opportunity: It is a matter of definition if this is error at all. Since demand is 

objective undiscovered knowledge it is likely to be discovered at some point, or 

become obsolete when new opportunity arise due to changes in the market or 

technology. Besides, as Sautet (2000) points out, it can be argued that from a 

subjective viewpoint, if an individual does not see an opportunity it simply does not 

exist to him. 

• Mistaken opportunity: The belief that an opportunity for profit exist, but it turns out 

that it does not. This is not a mistake of the market order, but, since we are dealing 

with purposeful behavior, of the individual who are simply mistaken. It can however 

also be explained by deceptive price data. The first explanation is explained earlier in 

this theses, the second will be debated in section this section. 

• Interdependence of entrepreneurs’ activities: Salgado (1994, 1999) explains that an 

entrepreneur might have discovered an opportunity, but the action of others destroys 

this opportunity in the time it takes to go to market, like bidding up the price of 

certain goods. As stated above, an important aspect of the open ended uncertainty is 

that we cannot ex ante know what people are demanding or what actions competitors 

take. This is what Sautet aims to deal with in his explanations of firms. It can like 

above also relate to the business cycles which will be explained below. 

• Creative destruction: From Schumpeter (1942) comes the idea that new companies 

destroy obsolete ones by innovation or clearing clusters of errors, and the migration of 
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innovations and errors across industries due to resource heterogeneity, meaning that 

you can substitute capital for labor, spread creative destruction around for the benefit 

of the consumer. Hence ever changing cost effectiveness is essential to the 

entrepreneur, failing this test is also an entrepreneurial error.  

We see access to resources as the underlying reason behind the last three reasons for 

(clusters of) entrepreneurial error. To calculate resources against each other and form 

entrepreneurial judgment, a common medium of sound money is needed. In fact Schumpeter 

states that if sound money is used only innovations, not errors, would migrate. This is 

probably a stretch, but below I will try to shortly outlay why lack of sound money is more 

important in explaining clusters of entrepreneurial errors, than poor expectations skills 

(O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). 

I have argued that prices serve as the deceive factor behind the entrepreneurial choice to 

allocate heterogeneous resources and the volume of production (Hayek, 1932). We also know 

from Schumpeter that business people make decisions on resource allocation, and is hence in 

competition with every other use of the resource (Schumpeter, 1942). Above I introduced 

what I called Sound money. What I mean by that must obviously be different from money as 

such. I talk about the supply of money as a good (and resource) and how it relates to demand 

for products. This is different from Keynes (1936) circular flow (Garrison, 2009, Foss, 1994) 

in which money supply plays no role in explaining sudden busts in the economy. However 

Keynes (in chapter 4) assumes that the capital structure does not change. That produces him 

to ignore interested rate, despite the fact that the interest rate (the price of money) is 

determining for any investment decision. This is assumptions is done away with below by 

following Hayek and others in the original business cycle tradition set fort by Wicksell, the 

inquiry style is similar to that of the Lausanne school in that no data in isolation can explain 

sudden disporpornality between supply and demand (Foss, 1994). 

5.1. The way business cycles work 

It is important to understand that when I talk about money supply, I talk about money as 

a good that carries a price, interest. Interest arise due to the time value of money, meaning 

that if I am to forego spending today in order to lend to your spending now I want a premium 

for that which corresponds to my time preference (Rothbard in Mises et. al., 1996, O’Driscoll 

& Rizzo, 1996) which can be different from lender to lender, and signifies the degree to 

which people prefer the present to the future. If I want to borrow money I can go from lender 

to lender to pay as low a premium as I can find. This is the natural rate of interest in a world 
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of a stable money supply. We observe that there is a supply and demand for capital just like 

any other good, and the natural rate of interest is derived from this fact; in other words how 

safe and how profitable should an investment be at what premium? For lenders to have spare 

funds available they will either have to forego consumption or have done so in the past in 

order to save. Savings needs investments in order to be profitable. Savings is basically 

investments aimed at consumption later (Garrison in Mises et. al., 1996). This is the cause 

behind consumer markets, after all, rising prices does not necessarily lead to increase in 

production or vice versa (Hayek, 1932). The Wicksellian notion goes that market processes 

can be systematically distorted by differences between an arbitrary or artificially set rate of 

interest and the natural rate (Garrison, 2000), and that this is bound to be self-correcting over 

time. Artificial set interest rate can come about if the money supply is boosted not by savings 

or less consumption, but by increasing the medium of exchange. 

To illustrate this, we turn first to Cantilion classic ‘Essai sur le Commerce’ (1755). In his 

Goldmine example the money supply is tied to gold. All of a sudden a new goldmine is 

discovered. The first result is an increase in the income of all persons involved in the mine’s 

production. The next result is that these people increase their spending, which raises the 

prices of the products they buy in significant quantities. This leads these sellers to increase 

their spending, and on it goes till all prices have risen. He concludes that only the people who 

receive an increase in income early benefits from it, the rest is harmed by it as all prices rise. 

This point was highly praised by Jevons (Peart, 1996) and before augmented by Hume in 

‘Political Discourses’ (1752). We see two important effects of expanding the money supply. 

First of all, it is only the initial holders of the increased capital that benefits more, and later 

recipients less and less so. This makes it imperative for agents to spend fast rather than save, 

which pushes prices up and savings down. It is made worse off by wealth elasticity of goods 

not been equal to 1 in all cases, i.e. that people will not pay more for a good just cause they 

have more of the medium of exchange (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). Furthermore, as Hayek 

explains (1932), it changes the risk profile and creates longer production processes, as the 

time preference of investors change (they have more money and is more willing to lend), this 

also bids away resources from consumer goods to production goods that only in time leads to 

consumer goods, which increase time to market of potential new products (Herbeler in Mises 

et. al, 1996). This leads to smaller margins for late stage production, as margins rise for early 

stage goods, which in terms make them look even more appealing. We have to recall from 

our above analysis that what determines the use and place in the structure of production of 
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any good is it momentary monetary price. These two aspects both make other business 

ventures profitability suffers as they are in competition for the same resources. 

Today our money is not tied to gold, or any other tangible asset, or as Hayek argues as a 

way forward, private money issuers (1977), but the arbitrary and authoritarian will of 

politicians and federal reserves. They can increase the money supply simply by printing 

money. However as money comes from the moral claim on other peoples work printing does 

not increase the amount of work and resources in the economy, just the medium of supply. In 

our present economy, the supply of money by printing is nothing more than an artificial credit 

expansion – made worse by banks incentive to also grant credit (in order to make money). 

This further credit extension is not a mistake by the bank management, but a necessary 

strategy pursued in their context (forced by government regulation or competitor behavior), 

made worse by potential bailout packages and “too big to fail” ideology (Herbeler in Mises 

et. al, 1996). This gives an artificially low interest rate. It also follows (Herbeler in Mises et. 

al, 1996) that there is a short term boom in the economy, however as the self-correcting sets 

in we see a bust with a decrease in production as capital becomes a very scarce resource. 

Figure 10: Illustration of how artificial increase in money supply can happen 

 
Source: Own abstraction based on Herbeler (Herbeler in Mises et. al, 1996).  

To try to demonstrate these effects I propose a scenario with two possible investment 

projects valued with a DCF method (see appendix 5 for calculations)16

                                                 

16 A slightly different version of this illustration is also found in O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996. 

. They are both risky, 

as the positive contribution of the projects comes from the continuing value, not the known 

budget period. Project one has a lower income, but requires a lower investment than project 
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2. For sake of simplicity I assume they do not take on additional debt. The opportunity cost is 

set to equal the WACC and becomes equal the interest rate that investors can ‘buy’ and is set 

to be the same for both projects. If we assume this to be 20% natural interest rate world, 

project 1 is the only positive NPV investment. Let say however that a policy of credit 

expansion have been going on for some time. We are now at a period of boom before the 

bust, and the new artificial interest rate is now down to 10%. Both projects are still risky, but 

not only is project 2 now profitable, it is even more so than project 1 with a enterprise value 

of almost twice the size.  If we introduce a general price increase for labor and other 

resources in the economy due to projects like project 2 being funded all around, we see how 

the risk of both projects goes up and a large part of the total value is eaten away. This might 

actually induce the company to take on loan as the prices are going up and the investors want 

to diversify their risks and increase their liquidity. We see how, as the economy grows, the 

time element becomes important (Garrison, 2006), practical examples include medico venture 

investments with many years to market, and this makes the interest rate take on a significant 

role in allocating resources over time (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). 

Figure 11: Effect of interest rate on NPV based on DCF calculation 

 
Source: Own calculation  

The effect is clear; more debt is taken on in the economy and savings are wasted. More 

not profitable opportunities pursued, and the price of resources goes up and makes profitable 

enterprises (those demanded by consumers) less profitable and moves labor away from 

consumer goods into production goods. Assets specificity probably protect against some of 
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these effects on establish businesses, but it can also limit strategic options and be a cause of 

bankruptcy in itself (Hayek, 1932). With interest rates artificially low, consumers will spend 

more and save less (they get less for their savings) and entrepreneur will invest more. This 

give an imbalance, and is an unbalanced growth creation that is unsustainable because 

peoples times preference have not changed and they do not save more. This leads to inflation, 

and this makes profitable businesses turn unprofitable. 

Figure 12: Hayek’s business cycle 
 

 
Source: Hayek Modeled by Garrison (2008).  

To dwell a little further on why savings induced growth is sustainable, and credit induced 

is not, we turn to Garrison (2009). The first is growth, the second boom and bust. Figure 12 

sketch the effects of expanding the money supply by credit expansions. Starting with the 

Hayakian triangle (1932) of stages in production, and what is possible in the economy with 

the given level of technology, resource constraints and (intertemporal) preferences; The 

Production Possibilities Frontier. So when something changes in the intertemporal 

preferences, this is translated into investment decisions by the market for loan able funds and 

their price; the interest rate (roughly). So when we expand the money supply artificially by 

lowering the interest rate, we create overinvestment (as shown in the PPF diagram) and 

malinvestment (an unsustainable lengthening of the Hayekian triangle). These distortions are 

compounded by overconsumption (as shown in both the PPF and the Hayekian triangle). The 

S plus the difference in Money 
supply by credit expansion pushes 
the rate of interest down, which is 
over investment on production 
possibilities frontier, leading to 
malinvestment and, since saving has 
not changed, overconsumption 
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real rate of interest comes in the end and reflects the scarcity of investment funds, after too 

much have come into the early process (Herbeler in Mises et. al, 1996). Every increase of 

consumption has to be preceded by an increase in saving, or it will have destroying effects on 

production. This is very likely what we have seen in the financial crises: 

Figure 13: An illustration in the data behind the worst Danish recession in 60 
years 

 
Source: The Danish National Bank, Statistics Denmark, Euler Hermes.  

We see that whatever positive effect we might see is only temporary (Mises et. al, 1996) 

and we need to understand that if fuelled by credit expansion, the period of boom before the 

bust is also part of a pending economic crisis. What looks like easy money now, becomes dire 

later (Rothbard in Mises et. al, 1996). The same goes for government schemes in investing in 

entrepreneurship, which seems to attract resources (mainly labor) away from more profitable 

utilization and prompt non-sound venture investment. 

The new ventures backfires on their entrepreneurs, since business men react as if savings 

had really increased (Rothbard in Mises et. al, 1996), the problem is that labor and goods 

have not increased. It is only the media of exchange that have increased, and in turn removed 

resources from good projects (or made them more expensive) and provided bad ones with 

unfair resources. Since the resources are scarce, it stands to reason that without credit 

expansion no boom or bust would happen (Rothbard in Mises et. al, 1996) and no cluster of 
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entrepreneurial error build up. I have now argued that artificially low interest rate misallocate 

resources, makes production too time consuming and not in relation to consumer demand. It 

might create many new companies, but the underlying resource scarcity makes continuing 

them too expensive or impossible. When this is revealed a process of correction sets in, and 

this is the microeconomic underlying the macro. To add insult to injury, the time and capital 

invested in what looked like good project with the misleading price date for capital, is now 

lost, except for what can be salvaged by restructuring or selling of assets that is not too 

specific (Mises, 1934).  

Furthermore we see that the suppliers of capital is the buyers of investment possibilities 

and is hence consumers. Like all other market activity consumer sovereignty is the 

prerequisite for the benefit of the market order. This relation is utterly destroyed by artificial 

credit expansion.  

5.2. The second order effect of busts as hinders of knowledge creation  

Garrison (2008) has an interesting comparison; just like it is not earthquakes that makes 

the most damage, but the fires they cause, so it is with a bust in the economy and the 

following actions of policymakers. It is one thing that artificial credit expansion increases the 

likelyhood of bad companies being founded, and resources bid away from better companies, 

it is another to talk about the effects of trying to get out of the bust. When the correction 

occurs in the economy we would in a more primitive world focus on the work close to us (it 

is an important aspect that people do not stop to work or function because we are in a 

recession). But because we are in a complex world with a large population and an advanced 

capital structure, we have to cooperate to meet even the simplest of life challenges (Hayek, 

1932, Sautet, 2000). That becomes hard to do in a recession economy full of company 

closure, and the result is mass unemployment (Hayek, 1932) which equals suboptimal 

resource exploitation (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). Something every politician dreads. 

Leaving aside the moral responsibility of the boom and bust created by policy, it is a political 

reality that most politicians will try to salvage jobs in recessions. However they are not part 

of the market place as described above, and hence their decision on which jobs to try to save 

can potentially prolong the correction that sets in with the bust after the boom and make good 

companies suffer at the benefit of worse ones. Government ownership is not the answer to a 

recession as they are not under consumer sovereignty. This will lead to less knowledge 

creation both in the industry concerned and all other industries due to competition for scarce 

resources. Regulation is not an answer either; to use coercion of somebody for the benefit of 
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somebody else hinders the market process and creates more trouble down the line (Hayek, 

1976), such as is the case with government stated minimum wage demands in times of 

recession (it seems only logically that more people would gain employment faster if they 

could negotiate their own price of labor). It should almost be unnecessary at this point to 

explain that since business cycles is brought about by wrongful and artificial spending, it is 

not a good strategy either to increase spending either by public works or forms of rebate 

checks; they bid resources away and sends wrong and unsustainable price signals. 

Business cycles brought about by artificial credit expansion, and the subsequent choices 

of policy makers can in short hinder the human accumulation of knowledge of the market 

process by giving the command of resources to entrepreneurs less able to meet the test of 

consumer sovereignty. Company failure by failing the test of consumer sovereignty is a good 

thing; if is for the benefit of us all. Company start-ups and subsequent failure fuelled by 

artificially low interest rates or arbitrary government spending is a very bad thing. 
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THEME 3: Empirical findings 
Where 10 unique cases are presented, and I discussed to what degree they 

reflect the theoretical map of the issue. 
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6. The cases – the heroes of capitalism 
Below follows short descriptions of my cases. Please consult appendix 7 for a detailed 

narrative version. As human action and understanding is the ultimate area of economic 

enquiry I present real business people with experience of distress. The takeaways are defined 

exclusively by me, as they constitute how I see the case. Picture credits appear in the resource 

list. 

6.1. CASE 1: So close… 

Steen Christensen, AVX Technology ApS, 

Inventor. 

Steen set out to invent a new computer 

system for cars, and along the way 

experienced extreme ups and downs, just to 

see the mDKK 12 project filed for bankruptcy 

by a trade union for DKK 15.000 just as the product was ready for sale.  

Main takeaways 

• Financial choices, such as placement of capital, as part of term sheets and deals, can 

have hidden long term effects. 

• The welfare state does not offer a security net for development entrepreneurs if these 

own property. 

• Direct opportunism as a strategy can be a survival strategy for development firms. 

6.2. CASE 2: The lost dream 

Michael Tyrsted, Ideogramic, founder and 

CEO. 

After his university studies within IT 

Michael tried his luck in an IT start-up with 

three other partners aiming to increase the 

effectiveness of software development. After a 

little over two years the venture backed 

company had to call it quits, partly because 

their assumptions did not hold.  
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Main takeaways 

• If the assumption behind a business model does not hold, the model should be 

changed or the company stopped.  

• Focus on the business idea, and not just cash flow is essential. 

• Getting the right people in is important and having clearly defined roles for them. 

6.3. CASE 3: Too long to market 

Thomas Eskebæk of Sapio Systems, founder 

and CEO. 

Having participated in a business plan 

competition with his master thesis Thomas 

goes into business with heavy funding from 

venture and support from industry. But the end-

customer somehow got lost in development, in a SaaS application that would have increased 

R&D effectiveness with 75%. 

Main takeaways 

• Too much focus on development and too little on meeting a demand is a mistake. This 

mistake is more likely if cash is abundant.   

• There is a long way from a great idea to a solid company and a good product. 

• Starting and running a company is a fantastic learning experience – and having the 

experience of a company failure teaches humility that makes you a better business 

person. 

6.4. CASE 4: Creative destruction in the Wild Wild East 

Jonas Thomsen, CoDan Agentura, founder and CEO. 

Jonas is an experienced Danish business man based in Prague 

and working within travel This last year he have seen a new 

innovative player almost destroy an industry, and he has had to 

make some significant changes to his operation.  

Main takeaways 

• No matter how established an industry business model 

seems, everything can change within the short term due to new innovations. 
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• A period of financial distress can help streamline the business model in a period of 

change. 

• Keeping a close watch on financials while keeping trust is key. 

6.5. CASE5: From 150 to 12 employees in one year 

Christian Gram Bredskov, Maxforce, founder and CEO. 

Christian is a family man and serial entrepreneur of twenty 

years running. This last year he has seen his innovative construction 

company reduced almost nothing and experienced an unfounded 

and malicious media campaign all because mayor clients defaulted 

on him.  

Main takeaways 

• Business is change!  

• Relationship, such as to suppliers and advisors, tend to change with rumor (real or 

not) of default. External factors outside the control of the company such as authorities 

and media can have a great impact on the restructuring potential of a distress 

company. 

• Entrepreneurship is (knowledge) arbitrage. 

6.6. CASE 6: From a billion DKK to one 

DKK 

Lars Torpe Christoffersen, TDC, Former top 

executive. 

In his time at the top of TDC Lars was 

involved in a disastrous market entry in Poland. 

A speedy execution of an M&A strategy, 

unrealistic market projections, and a sudden change of the goal of the board turned the case 

into a huge loss for the shareholders at the time. 

Main takeaways 

• Resources, people’s opportunity alertness and available funds determine choices and 

success in acquisitions. 

• The combined worth of assets are time contingent. 

• Growth and merging is hard to do at the same time. 
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6.7. CASE 7: M&A = Malevolence & 

Annihilation? 

Anders Ibsen, Milk, exited founder. 

Anders sold a successful online marketing 

company to a conglomerate listed on the 

alternative stock exchange First North. The 

company ended up destroying Anders old 

company in the merging process leaving customers unserved.   

Main takeaways 

• Success of an M&A deal is contingent on management focus on execution, not 

financial dealings.  

• Assets specific to a company setup can be destroyed in mergers with poor 

management. 

• The opportunity served by a destroyed acquired company can still exist if the 

destruction is the result of the acquisition. 

6.8. CASE 8: Not really my business 

Lars Torpe Christoffersen, RebelAid, Business 

Angel. 

Today Lars is a business angel, and this 

summer he invested in the turnaround of an 

import business within foodstuff. Despite good 

intentions and a good brand, the company 

defaulted only six months after, with a resulting loss for Lars of DKK 100.000 per month, 

mainly due to poor management skills. 

Main takeaways 

• Prior knowledge of industry and people are very contingent on company success. 

• A company is not likely to survive early disagreements in the management team. 

• Administrative process is important even for young firms. 
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6.9. CASE 9: Only one bad year 

Michael Mathiesen, 2M Invest, Founder 

This the story of the phenomenal 2M 

Invest, in many way the birth of Danish 

venture. After nine years with an IRR of 38%, 

bad press and rumors killed off one of the great 

growth engines in the Danish economy in the 

mist of the dotcom-bubble.  

Takeaways 

• Even when assets are worth more together than apart external factors can make it appear 

as if they are not 

• Boom and bust are not good for entrepreneurs 

• Danish and US culture are different, and that explains in part our different attitude 

towards default. 

6.10. CASE 10: Wasted potential 

Palle Viby Mogensen, 2M Invest, Investment 

manager 

Palle continues the story of 2M Invest, and 

how the default really did destroy a lot of value 

in a society that still has a lot to learn to be a 

competitive environment for the entrepreneurs 

of tomorrow. 

Takeaways 

• A default of a fund can potentially take good ideas with it to the valley of death. 

• No two bankruptcies are similar, but they do tend to be companies not routed in their 

business and without a core competence. 

• The Danish legal system takes too long to finalize an estate and that can keep 

entrepreneurs from pursuing new opportunities. 
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7. Reflections on heroic stories 
Having earlier sought the theoretic answer to my research question I have yet to look 

whether these reflects in the experience of real life business people. Since I have only ten 

cases I found it unlikely that I would find support for all the theoretical claims put forward. I 

will instead state what I found to be supported, unsupported, and potential new angles.  

7.1. Supportive experience 

To order this section I ordered the supportive evidence relevant for society and the 

market order, and for firm and finance. 

7.1.1. Society & market 

If we hope that people will be more alert and notice more opportunities we must make it 

in their interest to do so, experiences as seen in case 1 where entrepreneurs are not covered by 

a unemployment security despite paying into it, is likely to affect this negatively. The 

difference between societies attitude to alertness is also evident in case 9. 

While the world of future demand remain uncertain, it is clear that past knowledge of an 

industry is likely to help matters for entrepreneurial forecasts as case 8 tells us. This 

observation is further supported by case 2, where the board members lack relevant industry 

experience, and the management was inexperienced. 

The idea that entrepreneurship can be a form of knowledge arbitrage to deliver superior 

resource deployment by utilizing resource heterogeneity and shift in supply-demand curves 

and is testified by case 5. 

Case 6 tells us opportunities exist despite companies’ ability to serve consumers. This 

tells us that demand is objective, but subjectively recognized, and that without firms to 

market solutions markets do not exist despite a potential demand. 

Case 1 is a clear example of the state of financial markets playing an unforeseen and big 

role in the likely success of a company, despite the companies potential to serve consumers. 

That artificial credit expansion is hurtful for entrepreneurs, as stated in case 9, and the evident 

in many of the cases. 

7.1.2. Firm & finance 

Case 8 testify to the value of managing transaction costs in order to create a sustainable 

company. The idea that planning is necessary is shown in case 3, where the time to market 

needed a company setup. That execution of plans requires that the entrepreneur manage 

dispersed knowledge, can be taken to constitute a trust issue, and in that formulation case 4 is 
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about that, however it can also be seen as support of control of Williamsonian opportunism as 

reason d’tre for firm creation. 

That unforeseen change is the main reason for financial distress is testified by case 4 and 

5. Especially innovations that change the business model is evident in case 4. Denmark is a 

small home market, both what concern customers and what concern raising capital. Case 10 

hints that Danish companies are more likely to face liquidity issues because of this fact which 

can be taken to be that industry conditions plays a larger role for Danish companies. In case 5 

we see a clear description of the effect of direct and indirect cost, and that these can be 

compounded by external factors like press coverage. These can potentially make assets seem 

like they are worth less together than they are, like in case 9, despite good past financial 

performance. The incentive to make hard decisions and focus on cost, while generally 

testified by most cases, is evident in case 4. 

While I did not test the claim that management mistakes are the main reason behind 

default, case 8 seem to testify that early disagreements can kill a company, however the 

experience of failure is a potential great learning experience testified by cases 3 and 9. On the 

individual level credit culture and alertness is a big reason for the story of case 6. 

I found clear evidence that size matters in case 6, where wasting bDKK 1 did not greatly 

impact the overall company and in case 3 where a big investments upfront can take the focus 

away from customers, as well as case 10, where trouble of the overall company took potential 

earning power down with it for all affiliated investments. 

A related matter is case 6 and case 7 where evidence suggests that merging is not the 

way to turn companies around. In both cases the joint companies were not more cost effective 

together and additional financing needed.  

The Right to life-model that I propose in section 4.2 seems to be supported in case 2, 

where not only does the business model break down, but the investor requirements are higher 

on the agenda than potential consumer demand (the end of the model). The observation in 

case 10 about rooting in the business supports this claim. 

7.2. Unsupportive experiences 

This thesis does not deal with the running of companies, but looking at my cases I feel a 

need to touch upon opportunism. Williamson warns of opportunism from a principal agent 

point of view (1975), and this is backed up by Case 4. However, case 1 testifies in favor of a 

strategy of opportunism, but this can entailed financial problems down the road. This is an 

interesting field for further study. Staying with Williamson, Case 7 testifies that asset 
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specificity might be viewed as a scale, but it is possible to destroy it by management and 

hence destroy one of the reasons for the companies ability to earn a profit and serve 

customers  

7.3. New aspects 

The time aspect is one that is close to absent from the literature on bankruptcy. From 

case 6 we see an interesting learning that had we taken the time aspect into consideration, the 

answer to the question of the asset being worth more together or apart might have been 

different. 

The autonomous setup of the legal regime regarding bankruptcy could have an effect for 

prosperity growth – this could be interesting to look further into. 
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THEME 4: Perceptional 
advancement 

Where I argue what I believe to have illustrated about the research question.   
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8. Distress as catalysis for knowledge and growth creation 
Popper has an interest point to make, in that not only are mistakes unavoidable, but 

without them knowledge would not grow (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). Entrepreneurs do not 

make mistakes on purpose, but they do act with a purpose, so while the world might look 

unstable, without the entrepreneurial pursuit of profit we would have an even more unstable 

world (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). What happens when a company closes is fundamentally a 

gathering of experience – both for the people involved in the company, and the rest of 

humanity summed up in the market order (Hayek, 1976). It is the experience that 1) at this 

time and place, 2) this product could not sell 3) in the way it was brought to market and or 

produced. If an entrepreneur sees reason to believe one of the three above factors is or can be 

altered, he might try to establish a new company. Hence experience tells us something we 

had no way of knowing before trying (Mises, 1962). To actually prove a demand exist we 

must sell the product, and hence knowledge of consumer demand is ex post (Mises, 1962), 

but the desire to establish a company have to be ex ante. The Knightian entrepreneur is hence 

the origin of genuine knowledge in the market – or more specifically, their actions are. An 

entrepreneur serves the role of being alert to potential new opportunities in the market order 

(Kirzner, 1992) by seeing new demand curves rising or shifts in existing ones, and deciding 

to meet these with a new supply curve (Sautet 2000)17

Experience tells of a relation (Mises, 1962). Like that to use Gizmos in the production of 

Widgets will not lead to sales of said Widgets. Mises say that this gives the framework of 

‘Where, how, and when’ we need to interfere to reach our desired goal. To put this in a 

business concept; the strategy of a company. Ultimately experience is about understanding. 

Understanding more precisely of the judgment of value other individuals have attached to 

certain paths of actions. Hence when a company fail to live up to its purpose it can convey a 

great deal of understanding about motives (Mises, 1962). It logically follows that this stimuli 

of experience can only cause another individual to act if he believes he understand the stimuli 

(Mises, 1962).  

. In this view, economics becomes less 

about utilization of resources, which is a technical matter anyway, but about identification, 

evaluation, and building of the knowledge about optimal exploitation of resources as judged 

by consumer sovereignty (Kirzner, 1973).  

                                                 

17 Entrepreneurship can subsequently even be argued to be knowledge arbitrage (Mises 1951, Sautet 2000). 
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Below I will try to illustrate my findings empirically. I must stress that my argument do 

not rest on this empiric observation, but that it serves only to illustrate the point. 

Figure 14: World population shows sudden increase for humans and not for 
robins 

 
Source: US Census Bureau, Birdlife.com, birdcare.com  

As human beings progress our knowledge of resource deployment increase which 

increases prosperity, in the above figure stated as world population.  Especially since 1750 

the increase has been steep. This I argue is due to the discovery and policy of free enterprise, 

bringing new technology to the market and increasing the living standard, this has not 

happened for a common specie of bird, Robin.  

Figure 15: The right policy of free enterprise increase life expectancy 

 
Source: IMD, Fraser Institute, CIA, WHO, Countrysideinfo.co.uk.   

If we look at life expectancy, we see that this does however not happen by itself.  

Societies that are more free, hence more entrepreneurial, have a greater knowledge creation 

and hence their average life expectancy is high. This leads me back to some previous 

arguments, in that people need to be free to bargain for resources and evaluate products in 
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order for us to progress as humans. Tampering with this brings the level of knowledge 

creation down. Tampering can happen with government regulation, or false signal inducing 

policies such as credit expansion. Free market competition only serves a social purpose 

because it solves what cannot be solved in its absence, the optimal allocation of resources 

(O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). 

Free capitalism forms a catalysis for knowledge creation and subsequent growth of 

prosperity. Just like any other catalysis that effect its environment favorably, the effect can be 

increased or decreased by the level of its presence. However unlike any other order known to 

man, and here it is again like a catalysis, it is not destroyed by its own doing, however it can 

be distorted by the action of humans using force for its removal. 

8.1. Not an evolutionary argument – Growth comes from human action 

Again, I stress that this is illustration, not argumentation, but to show that prosperity 

growth comes from human action, I have in the above figure included the common robin 

bird. An animal has no concept of freedom or right and wrong – because they do not think in 

the means-end framework. The life expectancy for Robins can actually be deprved by 

formula; the population is in other words close to constant. If growth came naturally by 

evolution we would expect the robin figures to resemble those for humans. They do not.  

Force, of which the made order of government holds monopoly by consent of the 

governed, is fundamentally about limiting choices (or trying to). The government cannot do 

any other thing. It can pass laws that limit certain actions if people chose to obey them 

(Paterson, 1943), like not smoking indoors or surrendering an arbitrary percentage of income 

in taxes rather than to freely spend them. It can expropriate property and direct these 

resources to certain deployment, but it cannot create itself. Even when government officials 

uses expropriated property it must make use of agents (Paterson, 1943), but these agents are 

not judged by the consumer sovereignty. I argue that more freedom will lead to more choices, 

and that free choices are a prerequisite of the knowledge creation needed for sustainable 

prosperity growth. Not only does limiting freedom, limit choices and firm creation, but it also 

sends wrong signals in the economy. Since the action of future entrepreneurs implies most 

definitely that they believe they understand the reaction pattern of other men (Mises, 1962), 

vis-a-vis: “If I sell this product similar to that only cheaper, people will buy my product”, it 

becomes hurtful for knowledge creation and subsequent resource exploitation if people for 

instance buys products because of government policy; examples include real estate schemes 
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where losses are tax deductable or usage of heath care service in public domain (Cannon, 

2007). 

We have not in the above touched upon the ugly face of jealousy. It is clear that keeping 

human originality down and aiming at a policy of material equality will prevent people from 

becoming better and rewarded for their actions for the greater good (Mises, 1962). A policy 

against accepting bankruptcies as a natural and important part of the market order indeed 

promote such a world, where the goal of everything is to maintain the status quo as a given 

perfect, and not tolerate deviances (good or bad), however such a policy forgets that man 

cannot control the world and that prosperity needs free enterprise – even when some of these 

defaults. Such a policy also forgets that social indignation of bankruptcy can influence people 

to forego opportunities or simply not become alert to them because it will not be in their 

interest to be so in such a society.  

In a world of consumer sovereignty the knowledge of demand rest with consumers in a 

scattered and uncertain matter. Entrepreneurs go forward to try to match these demands with 

a supply. This process can be hindered by a third part, such as regulation, or wrong signals, 

such as credit expansion. To frame this I state the following equation: 

 
ProsperityGrowth  

= Knowledge creationFree market = |F(E+C(S+N(I))+R)| 
 

To start from the left, the equation lists knowledge creation as being behind prosperity 

growth in a free market. F denotes a firm, an entity to produce a solution for a profit and 

who’s success is contingent on three other variables; 1) the choice and alertness of an 

entrepreneur (E) – under this we also find the social acceptance for entrepreneurial activity. 

2) the existence of customers (C ), and they only materialize once they have a free supply (by 

choice or abundance) and feel a need as a function of an issue, N(I). 3) Finally the firms need 

available resources. The formula is numerical, as even when a company fail, it still 

contributes positively to knowledge creation.  

What happens when regulation, P, and or artificial credit expansion, A, is introduced is 

the following: 

 
Knowledge creationFree market   

> Knowledge creationTampered market = F(E+C(S+N(I)) –(+P) + (R – A)) 
 

When policy to either buy more or less of a product it can cause positive rents to some 

entrepreneurs, but overall the knowledge creation suffers, as the resources are not freely 
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associated with consumer sovereignty. As the credit expansion cause more firm creation and 

spending, the availability of the resources goes down. The main effect of the two new 

variables are the removal of the numerical symbol, as company creation no longer equals a 

positive objective gathering of knowledge. Hence both companies with success and 

companies that fail, might no longer lead to knowledge creation as their reason d’tre is no 

longer consumer sovereignty.  

I end this by recalling Hazlitt’s one lesson (1946:4): ‘The art of economics consists in 

looking not merely at the immediate but at the longer effects of any act or policy; it consists 

in tracing the consequences of that policy not merely for one group but for all groups’. 

Hazlitt builds his insight on Bastiat’s ‘What is seen and what is not seen’ (1848) and it 

famous broken window fallacy18

  

. The broken window fallacy in this is threefold: 1) by 

focusing on mistakes and loss when discussing distress we send social signals that can deter 

entrepreneurs from uncertainty bearing activity needed for prosperity growth. 2) By trying to 

save the jobs or other function of a failing company you bid resources away from the better 

use dictated by consumer sovereignty. 3) By creating growth by credit expansion resources 

are bid away from their optimal use by increases in company birth rate and investment in 

production goods rather than consumer goods. In all, the catalysis is tampered with and 

functions with less benefit. 

                                                 

18 The broken window fallacy is the ill-conceived idea that destroying a window creates growth because 
employment is needed to fix it. The problem is that the resources needed to fix the window must be taken from 
some other endeavor. Keynesian policy of full employment or economic arguments for warfare ignores this 
insight (Hazlitt, 1946). 
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9. The conclusion – Freedom, heroes, and prosperity 
I will start my conclusion by summing up the main theoretical findings in:  

1. Firms are created by the action of entrepreneurs seeking to turn uncertainty relating to 

demand into profit, 

2. in that they are certain to create knowledge of demand and optimal resource allocation 

because firm closure testify to optimal resource allocation.  

However; 

3. Social indignation of bankruptcy can lead to less opportunity recognition, and  

4. government spending and regulation can lead to suboptimal resource allocation,  

5. and a false interest rate lead to clusters of entrepreneurial errors.  

I believe I have argued fully for why it indeed can be argued that ‘the institution of non-

criminal bankruptcy, the case of commercial or financial distress, and the ultimate option of 

companies to cease to exist is a vital and beneficial part of the dynamics that determine the 

prosperity performance of a modern market economy’. I have also answered, ‘what function 

does a deceased company provide for the continuing market process’. 

 I believe that ‘the theoretical answer to such questions reflect in the experience of real 

life business people who have been involved in a bankruptcy or distress’ to a large degree and 

I have shown such experiences.  

9.1. Why talk about heroes? 

Imagine that you are walking down the street and you see a burning house. Some might 

just walk by, not caring for another person’s house or if the fire spreads. Some might stop and 

take the situation in, if they do, they notice what sounds like a baby crying. Some might do 

nothing, others might enter the burning house to seek out the presumed baby. This is not to 

pass any moral judgment, but I hope that most will agree that the person who decides to enter 

to look for the baby is a hero? Let say that person does not find a baby, but just a radio 

playing. Will that make that person any less of a hero? 

I have constructed this analogue to hammer a point in. The world of human needs is the 

burning house of the market order. Some are content with not involving themselves directly 

in this and risk getting burned, others are not. They act when they see a possibility, the sound 

of the baby crying, and go in. Those that find a baby, profit, and those that find just a radio 

share two characteristics everything else withstanding. They lack knowledge of the future, 

but they have courage to seek it. 
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The fact that man is rational and acts with a purpose has over time improved living 

conditions greatly, nicely correlated with the degree of economic freedom. A necessary part 

of this is distress and even bankruptcy and it is time that we as a society start to pay do 

homage to business people, even those that fail. In trying to create companies they are heroes 

to us all. 

I will refrain from making policy recommendations as they in themselves will warrant 

further enquiry. I did find a strong libertarian taint with my interviewees, and it should leave 

food for thought that the true heroes of the modern world have a different ideology than most 

of the rest of society. 
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Appendix 1: What this is not meant to be about 
As a service to my readers, and indeed to make it clear for myself too, I have decided to 

include a short overview about what this thesis is not meant to be about. 

A1.1. History 

This is not a historical case study about certain companies or the conditions under which 

they existed. The goal of history is to map out the specific events such as they occurred and 

test sources relentlessly until this measure of truth is believed to be met. To a lesser extent, 

historians can also get away with describing motives and even comment on choices of 

historical actors. This thesis aims at none of those things. The interviews brought about here 

does not aim to claim truth as an objective measure of success for the research undertaken. 

Neither do I wish to “put myself in the chair” of the business men I here introduce and 

question their reasons. I only aim to bring forth their opinions as they conveyed them to me at 

the time of my interview with them.  

A1.2. Law 

While it is true that the law surrounding bankruptcies does have a lot to say about 

conduct and influences, preferences, and incentives of businessmen (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 

2006), this is not for this thesis to solve such issues like the difference between countries with 

legal recovery options like Chapter 11 (Altmen & Hotchkiss, 2006) as in the USA, and those 

without, such as Denmark. This being the case, the author has chosen to disregard national 

differences19

A1.3. The market for distressed securities 

, and focus on a more universal explanation of what role bankruptcy plays in a 

market economy.  

This thesis is not about the market for distressed securities or strategies relating to 

investing in such. According to Altman (various) there can be little doubt that since the early 

1990’s distressed securities have become an asset class in itself and the size of this market is 

today estimated at b$ 1083,6 and have been growing from b$ 13 in 1990 (Altman, 1990, 

Altman & Karlin, 2009).  

                                                 

19 Personal bankruptcy has, for instance, been more used in USA than in Denmark up to the passing of the 
‘Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act’ of 2005. Other differences is that increasingly the 
asset size of USA companies filing for Chapter 7 or Chapter 11 has gone up (Altmen & Hotchkiss 2005:10). 
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A1.5. Statistics 

There are many well documented statistics about bankruptcies in Denmark, their volume, 

their short term employment effect, their historic frequency, geographic location and so fort. 

However my aim with this thesis is dynamic and deals with the future and the universal true, 

not with our history so far, which is what statistics deals with.  

Statistics deals with the historical facts framed by chosen conditions about time, and 

determining factors, such as gender. It tells nothing of the future (Mises, 1962). Some 

statistics change fast, other slow, again it is not information that in any way can be argued to 

state the future state of things, just like my stating: ‘today I’m 27 and 164 days, and fourteen 

days from now I will be 27 years and 178 days’ – I might be dead. Or saying that person Z 

have historically only kissed blonde girls and will therefore only kiss blond girls in the future 

- he might kiss a brunette tomorrow if he so chooses. You cannot even claim he has a 

preference for blond girls - he might not have met any other types yet or they have simple 

refused him a kiss. To try an econometric methodology would hence entirely defeat my 

purpose. Correlation and functions based on historic data, can never go beyond the fact that 

they rest on historic figures, and hence just say something about specific people at a specific 

time with unique qualities, it does not advance human knowledge of what drives economic 

growth or what hinders it (Mises, 1962).  

To put it a little demagogical; a flu statistics tells us that X% are suffering from this 

disease, not how they are to be cured (Mises, 1962). In natural science the goal is to find ever 

occurring relations independent of free will. When one look at a subject matter involving 

humans, one must seek out the definite end sought by specific humans (Mises, 1962), 

something which statistics cannot tell us anything reliable about, because it is precisely 

determined by the free will of men. 

Lastly, statistics comes from somewhere. They are gathered by an agency of some sort, 

which endures a cost for it, and is hence doing the gathering for a reason that can make up for 

that cost. As such statistics can be framed wrong for the purpose they are employed in later, 

or even, as some claim with US government data (Berger, 2008) be deliberately misleading. 

In conclusion, while I might use statistics throughout the thesis to illustrate a point, it is never 

on these I rest my arguments nor draw further findings. 

A1.5. Strategy 

Since the thesis aims at explaining the failure of business organizations, I found it 

necessary to explain why business organizations form and how they die, but I have decided to 
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limit my research scope to not include the running and growth of business organizations. I 

found this to be an appropriate limitation, as ’the matter of origin, is logically quite distinct 

from the issue of ongoing functionality’ (Langlois 1995:255). This is reflected in my 

interview guide. 
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Appendix 2: Definitions & assumptions 
The following appendix deals with some definitions and assumptions behind my main 

work in the thesis. While I have deemed it important for my own progress to makes these 

clear, and believe them of interest to the interested reader, I have chosen to only include them 

in this appendix as the thesis can be understood without knowing these in detail. 

A2.1. Definitions 

Generally the term: “man” is used to describe a human disregardless of gender. 

• Company/enterprise/firm: Theses terms are used interchangeably in the thesis. 

• Demand as different from need: I follow Hazlitt (1946) in stating that demand 

ultimately equals supply. It is impossible to imagine a world where an agent over time 

can demand more than that agents supply without hurting the property rights of 

others. Agents and organizations must increase their supply by supplying more 

valuable goods for instance, in order to increase their demand. It stands to reason that 

this make demand different from needs or desires. I might desire or even need to live 

in a castle, but if my supply only makes me able to demand a house, than a house is 

what I will live in. Demand as equal to supply is illustrated in the higher success of 

junk bonds compared to stock on company level. Where a company management can 

choose to forgo dividend payment, they cannot default on bond payments without 

losing control over the company and hence must work harder and grow faster (Lewis, 

1990).  Finally this relation is also the underlying relation to why growth by credit 

expansion is unsustainable as discussed in section 5. 

• Distress: At first I called my area of research: “bankruptcy”, however after further 

study I found this to be slightly misleading and excluding in a nonconstructive way. I 

am not first in finding it hard to denote the research field of companies in trouble. 

Altmen & Hotchkiss (2006) find several terms used throughout the relevant literature; 

failure, insolvency, default, bankruptcy, distress. Furthermore these are often used 

interchangeably, despite their formal meaning being different. In Denmark 

bankruptcy is mainly a legal term, and the strategy to pursue a bankruptcy deliberately 

for a failing company typically chosen ex post the realizing of a broken business 

model. I subsequently changed the name of my research field to ‘distress’, so to also 

incorporate other types of company life threatening situations. By distressed firms I 
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denote any firm that is facing liquidity issues and is pressed to meet, current and or 

future obligations. 

• Entrepreneur(ship) as different from manage(ment), but not necessarily form investor: 

From Schumpeter (1942) to Penrose (1956) to the present day the question of who the 

entrepreneur is has plagued economists. I follow Mises (1949) in stating that an 

entrepreneur makes an estimate of future consumer demands in his choice of resource 

deployment, whatever the outcome, it can be denoted as entrepreneurial rent, be it 

positive (he guessed right) or negative (he guessed wrong). This is aligned to 

Schumpeters (1942) definition of entrepreneurial ability: The capacity of seeing 

things in a way which afterwards proves to be true, even though it cannot be 

established at the moment”. The entrepreneurial rent is hence a matter of uncertainty, 

unlike a paid laborer who receives his rent upfront by the entrepreneur (Rothbard in 

Mises et. al., 1996). Ultimately entrepreneurship is uncertainty bearing. Consumers 

and wage laborers can handle only risk – entrepreneurs must handle uncertainty 

because they produce over long periods of time (Sautet, 2000). From this it is 

important to see that the entrepreneur and the manager potentially can be different, the 

latter can potentially be a hired gun, a cost and a resource (Penrose, 1956, Demsetz, 

1988), in line with any other employed in the pursuit of profit (Mises, 1949). To put it 

more economically; a managers task is to control transaction costs, but the 

entrepreneurial task is to control discovery costs (Foss, 1994). This is in line with the 

Kirznerian concept of alertness; ‘Robbinsian theory only applies after a person is 

confronted with opportunities; for it does not explain how that person learns about 

opportunities in the first place’ (Kirzner 1973:6-7). This makes Entrepreneurship 

something completely different from all other factors of production (Loasby, 1982). 

The investor that decides to commit capital to new companies can therefore be the 

entrepreneur (Klein, 1999). In other examples the founder of a company who buy the 

resource of capital is the entrepreneur. In short, he who carries the uncertainty by 

exposing himself to loss, and decides the way resources is bundle together and 

deployed. (Kirzner, 1979, Sautet, 2000). 

Coase (1936) believes markets for goods exist before firms (Boudreaux & Holcombe, 

1989). I claim that firms markets and buys goods, and hence markets exist because of 

the entrepreneurs that establish firms. This goes in line with my individualist 

methodology in that we must never forget the will of the individual. We can try to 

explain historical events many different ways; i.e. why did Napoleon choose to invade 
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Russia? For resources? For ambition? For military security? Ultimately, he did it 

because he was Napoleon (Sautet, 2000). So just by imagining and acting the 

individual entrepreneur can send the economy down a new path and change consumer 

preferences. The entrepreneur behind the firm is in a very positive sense a promoter 

and a speculator (Mises, 1932). 

• Greed: Is assumed to be natural and a good thing, as long as it does not destroy 

negative rights (Rand, 1964), such as that of property. In this I follow Friedman & 

Friedman (1980). 

• Innovation and invention: This thesis is not about innovation and such. These terms 

here refer to new objects or processes disregradless of origin. Companies can be 

founded and experience success or failure disregradless of the degree of innovation in 

their product offerings (Sautet, 2000). Even creative destruction (Schumpeter, 1942) 

does not require innovation. It can come about by people being slightly better equip to 

do the exact same business (Mises, 1949). 

• (the) Institution of business closure: Where I argue that failure is a natural process in 

the market order, my argumentation can be viewed as seeing the deliberate 

bankruptcy as an institution. If read this way, I hold institution to mean to be a regular 

repeated social process sanctioned by norms and containing definable roles and the 

execution of which has significant impact on inter-human relations.  

• Option of bankruptcy/ default/ Closure / etc.: See Institution. 

• Resource: Any mean that is scarce in utility applied towards an end. 

• Robbinsian: reference to work relating to the theories of Baron Robbins. He saw 

economics to only deal with markets, not organization (Sautet, 2000) hence his view 

of management became technical rather than human in nature. 

• Spontaneous: Not completely undetermined, but underdetermined, hence the event is 

determined, but not its coming about (O’Driscoll & Rizzo, 1996). 

A2.2. Assumptions 

Relevant assumption is stated in relevant sections. One underlying assumption, no matter 

the degree of government interference in the marketplace, is that property rights are definable 

and enforced. This is an assumption I have inherited from Sautet (2000). 
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Appendix 3: Interview guide 
All interviews conducted in Danish. 
 

Objective: 

Understand how [NAME OF INTERVIEWEE] saw the progress of the distress of [NAME OF 

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION], subsequently also the reason for said distress. Throughout the 

process the knowledge creation of the interviewee is to be indirectly exposed, same goes for 

society-level knowledge obtainment of the case. For the last theme it is not explored further if 

the interviewee prefers to answer personally or generally.  

Theme 1: How did [NAME OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION] originate and how did your 

involvement come about? 

• What role did you have? 

• What was the total investment? In relation to a valuation (if relevant)? 

• How long time did the company survive? 
 

Theme 2: How did [NAME OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION] become distress? 

• Was the closure voluntary or forced from external stakeholder? 

• Was any type of restructuring tried? 

• Did the company change accounting practices doing this time? 

 

Theme 3: Looking at [NAME OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATION] now, what was the main 

learning points? 

• How much was planning for the future used and how?  

• Was the error (of judgement) internal or external? 

• Did anything change, if so what, doing the lifespan of the company that could have 

resualted in the distress? 
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Appendix 4: Electronic copy of Interviews 
 

Please see attached CD.  
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Appendix 5: NPV vs. business cycles calculations 
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Appendix 6: Various mails 
Fra: Ingeborg Vind [mailto:INV@dst.dk]  

Sendt: 27. juli 2009 08:53 

Til: Stefan K. Madsen 

Emne: SV: Spørgsmål til konkursstat 
  
Kære Stefan 
  
Danmarks Statistik arbejder i øjeblikket på en forbedret konkursstatistik, der vil omfatte oplysninger om både 

størrelse og levealder for konkursramte virksomheder. Den bliver efter planen klar til offentliggørelse i løbet af 

efteråret. Men indtil da har vi ikke mulighed for at sige noget om disse spørgsmål. 
  
Med venlig hilsen 

 

Ingeborg Vind 

Fuldmægtig 

Konjunkturstatistik 

Tlf. 39 17 30 84 

inv@dst.dk 

 
Danmarks Statistik 

Sejrøgade 11, 2100 Kbh. Ø 

www.dst.dk 
-----Oprindelig meddelelse----- 

Fra: Stefan K. Madsen [mailto:stma04an@student.cbs.dk]  

Sendt: 16. juli 2009 11:35 

Til: dst@dst.dk - Danmarks Statistik 

Emne: Spørgsmål til konkursstat 
Kære Danmarks Statistik 

  

I forbindelse med mit speciale på CBS, har jeg nogle spørgsmål til jeres konkursstatistik. 

  

Er det muligt at sige noget om alderen på de virksomheder der går konkurs? Er det primært 

unge. Hvis ja, er det så mere udtalt nu end for et år siden? 

  

Hvad med størrelsen på virksomhederne? Har de omsætning i en bestemt størrelse og et 

bestemt antal ansatte? 

  

mailto:INV@dst.dk�
mailto:inv@dst.dk�
http://www.dst.dk/�
mailto:stma04an@student.cbs.dk�
mailto:dst@dst.dk�
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Tusind tak for jeres hjælp 

  

Kind regards 

Stefan K. Madsen - Stud.merc.FSM 

  
Aebeloegade 30 1TV 
2100 Copenhagen East 
  
+45 515 036 63 
 Fra: Miriam Igelsø Hvidt [mailto:mighv@tdc.dk] 

Sendt: 5. oktober 2009 16:11 

Til: Stefan Kirkegaard Madsen 

Emne: SV: Godkendelse af case i speciale 

 

Kære Stefan 

 

For mig at se er der ikke noget problematisk i at dit skriv her kommer ud. 

Det er jo en gammel historie, og meget er sket i TDC siden da. F.eks. tror 

jeg ikke, at nogle af de involverede ledere fortsat er ansat. 

 

Jeg tror dog ikke, du skal regne med, at versionen, som du har fået den fra 

Lars Torpe, nødvendigvis er den objektive sandhed om vores fejlslagne 

satsning på internet i Polen :-) 

 

venlig hilsen 

Miriam 

 

-----Oprindelig meddelelse----- 

Fra: Stefan Kirkegaard Madsen [mailto:stma04an@student.cbs.dk] 

Sendt: 2. oktober 2009 23:17 

Til: Miriam Igelsø Hvidt 

Emne: Godkendelse af case i speciale 

 

Kære Miriam Igelsø Hvidt, 

 

Jeg er specialeskrivende på CBS. I korte vendinger handler mit speciale om 

værdien at begå fejl i forretning, selv når dette får store følger, såsom 

konkurser. 

 

mailto:mighv@tdc.dk�
mailto:stma04an@student.cbs.dk�
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Lars Torpe Christoffersen har været venlig at fortælle mig den meget 

relevante og spændende historie om TDC Internets eventyr i Polen. Han mente 

ikke, at der var noget forkert i at lade mig, i videnskabens hellige navn, 

bruge denne case, men jeg lovede at kontakte TDC og cleare den af? 

 

Min kære far, Steen K. Madsen, har været venlig at oplyse mig om, at du er 

personen som kan se om vedhæftede dokument indeholder oplysninger som TDC 

ikke kan tillade kommer ud. 

 

Jeg er meget glad for at du vil se på dette, og håber du vil vende 

tommelfingeren op. 

Det er en super case for mit forehavende, og min vejleder synes det er 

spændende, da den periode i TDCs historie er vigtig, men dårligt beskrevet. 

Jeg tror ikke der er nogen problemer, da casen jo handler om en periode før 

de nuværende ejere kom til. 

 

Jeg vedhæfter det relevante materiale og håber på et snarligt svar så jeg 

kan få afleveret og komme ud i samfundet igen. 

 

På forhånd tak! 
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Appendix 7: The cases – the heroes of capitalism in long version 
Below follow long versions of my cases. The idea is to present human action and 

understanding as it is the ultimate area of economic enquiry. The takeaways are defined 

exclusively by me, as they constitute how I see the case. Picture credits appear in the resource 

list. 

CASE 1: So close… 

Steen Christensen, AVX Technology ApS, 

Inventor. 

Steen is a lifelong inventor. As a trained 

engineer, he has invented and successfully 

marketed many inventions in the last 27 years, 

such as the portion drink dispenser that every 

student knows from the night life of Copenhagen. Today he has the formula down on how to 

arrive from idea to finished and marketed product – calling in additional resources as they are 

needed. In 2006 Steen was wondering why we had so many different electronic devices in the 

car, and nothing really integrated… Cell phone, GPS, laptop, CD and DVD players etc. Steen 

decided to set out on a cause to establish a fully integrated computer system for cars.  

‘What I tried to do is unique and unlike any competitor. A computer car system patented, 

trademarked, and design protected, based on user needs and specific industry requirements - 

like the dashboard have to be operational with a gloved hand, and the standby lamp can use 

0.5 mA, where a normal one like the one on your TV uses 20mA, and so on. We were module-

based from day one. Our product would have positive cashflow from the start, and the pride 

in what we would do would guide us forward and enable us to beat the competition.’ Steen 

explains with delight. 

Early in the project Steen set out to verify the idea with various companies, and got good 

feedback. Especially on the tradeshow CES, the interest was big. Based on this interest 

Microsoft got in touch. They desperately wanted to get into the car market and doing the 

meeting between Steen and the Microsoft head of the automobile segment, an American 

inventor working on something similar to Steen were called in, and the two started a 

partnership across the Atlantic with Microsoft on the side. The American company, Azentec, 

had contacts to Ford and GM. Even McLaren Group was interested. The American believed 
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more in the OEM20

Steen returned to Denmark and started to fix some bugs in his prototype at the time. In 

July 2008 the American partner came to Denmark, his model was slightly different, and he 

had trouble with it, so he outsourced the development to Steen for a fee. This rate-based fee 

of 3 times USD 100.000 allotments were hard to get out of him however, but he finally paid 

the first round, and Steen devotes the company’s resources to this project. At the same time 

Steen got the Danish investment fund Synerco on board.  

 segment, where Steen placed more faith in the aftermarket segment. 

‘People are keeping their cars longer, and want top extra equipment these days, and most 

people change at least the stereo system and install a GPS anyhow. Besides OEM requires 

hard specifics different from company to company,’ Steen conveys on the issue. 

Steen finished his delivery and at the CES trade show in Las Vegas the partnership set up 

an impressive booth showcasing the one screen European version and the double size (2DIN) 

US version, where the draw is Jay Leno and his Ecojet car designed by GM – the only car 

with a helicopter engine approved for city driving. On the fair there are about 40 companies 

in the car-class, from unknown Chinese producers to the typical players like Sony. There 

were also several awards to win, and both Steen’s products win! An amazing achievement! 

At this time Steen starts to think that he has made it. Lots of interest and press, customers 

wanting to sign contracts, and a killer product. However the American is running out of 

money and bails on the project. Synerco try to take him over, but he refuses, and the break is 

final with a loss from missing development payments to Steen as a result. 

‘I did not want to be licked like that, so I went to a tradeshow in Taiwan. It was a great 

success and new markets prospect in Australia, Japan, and South Africa opened up. Synerco 

were however afraid of copycats, so I had to promise to sleep with the prototype in my hotel 

room – which I did. However on the third day I leave for a little nature break for 15 minutes, 

and when I return there is a whole mob of people and lots of shouting, and my booth is 

empty. I became instantly scared.’ Steen reminisces. 

Turns out that the company Steen rented the booth from is being indicted for payment 

defaults in the area of mNT$ 2. The Authorities have confiscated everything – including 

Steen’s prototype. He has to pay mNT$ 1 plus lawyer fees to get it back. Upon his return, 

Synerco uses this incident to pull out of the project. He is given an ultimatum where he is to 

turnover a large share of ownership for no additional investment, but the already agreed upon 

third installment. The action of Synerco is against the investment deal, but Steen decides to 
                                                 

20 Original Equipment Manufacture 
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not take them to court and instead turns them down, and finds two new investors willing to 

buyout Synerco’s 20%, but not to commit any additional funds despite the company being 

closer to market and on paper worth more. 

However it turns out that the Synerco engagement is not done causing problems. As part 

of that original deal, Steen had to place the company’s financial activities in Roskilde Bank. 

Steen does not think much about this, but devotes his time to finishing the final prototype for 

production in Bangkok. Everything is now ready for production, and he informs Roskilde 

Bank that the company is now in sales mode, and asks for the last segment of the investment 

to be released. It is, and the first contract, with Danish automotive chain store BilXperten, is 

signed. Steen leaves for a much needed one week vacation with the wife, and upon return he 

hears the news that Roskilde bank has defaulted. ‘I did not think much of it… I thought my 

money was secure, but the investors calls me up and says that this is really serious. As a 

result I start to call all investors I know. They all like my company and realize that we are 

really close to the finish line, but nobody wants to touch me when I am a Roskilde Bank 

customer. I do not know what to do. I have taken a loan in my house, and my family does not 

have the kind of cash needed to get out of Roskilde Bank. I was stuck. I was running out of 

cash, and despite there being invested mDKK 12 in the project my two investors refuse to 

invest the DKK 500.000 to save me from Roskilde Bank and do a reconstruction. In the 

meantime, debt to Roskilde Bank was been converted to government debt, one that they take 

before everything else.’ 

Finally in August, the National Union of Engineers filed for bankruptcy of the company 

because Steen is not able to pay DKK 15.000 owed to a past employee. ‘It is odd that such a 

small number can take down a multimillion investment that would create growth, enjoyment, 

and jobs. My other creditors have been really nice, they are not big anyway - totaling under 

DKK 60.000. They want the project to succeed. But as it stand now I am to meet in the trade 

court for my bankruptcy hearing on Friday, two days from now’ Steen tells me.  

On top of this, Steen discovered that the welfare state is not for entrepreneurs. Despite 

having paid into the unemployment insurance supported by 80% government funds all this 

life, he cannot get a dime in benefits. The issue is that as a development company Steen has 

not showed profits or a large turnover. Hence he is not entitled to unemployment insurance. 

There is no help from social security either, because he still owns his house despite it being 

highly leveraged to support his company. ‘I now have to mooch off my wife. I am financially 

worse off than a student or a drug addict. The worse thing is that I hope for the future of 
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Denmark that I am not the only person who has developed something and hence not the only 

person with this potential problem?’ Steen shakes his head in disbelief. 

Today, 5 prototypes later and with booked customers and a story of incredibly toil, it is 

unknown if the product will survive and reach the market that so wants it. I ask him if he is 

angry at the time he had to spend on noncore issues? ‘No. Getting capital, and even 

committing large parts yourself, is part of the job-description of a real entrepreneur. This 

game requires sacrifices and commitment. I can be a little annoyed that politicians introduce 

illusionary policies21

I can only admire the determination and surplus of a man like Steen, and despite the 

pending bankruptcy hearing, it seems like he believes that he will make it no matter what the 

world throws at him. 

 with no effect and wash their hands, but that is the game they are in. 

Me, I always build my companies on opportunism and getting out there. The right people at 

the right time. User-driven development with market orientation – not sitting in a dark 

basement for three years. Financial engineering I leave to investors and just focus on what 

they want in return. I do not give owner shares for just sitting on a board and I appreciate all 

the help people give me, but it is my job to see this company succeeds no matter what!’ 

Main takeaways 

• Financial choices, such as placement of capital, as part of term sheets and deals, can 

have hidden long term effects. 

• The welfare state does not offer a security net for development entrepreneurs if these 

own property. 

• Direct opportunism as a strategy can be a survival strategy for development firms. 

  

                                                 

21 Vækstkaution was mentioned specifically, as with many of my other interviews this policy seems to be 
viewed with skepticism and as not working. 
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CASE 2: The lost dream 

Michael Tyrsted, Ideogramic, founder and 

CEO. 

I sit down with Michael in his Island 

Brygge apartment where he just put his 

daughter to bed and is now ready to talk about 

the past. A friendly and mild-mannered 

person, he insists on making me and my 

photographer as much at home here as he 

himself feels. 

Ideogramic was started at the end of the last millennium by four students, of which 

Michael was one. The others were Ph.D.’s, where Michael was a master student finishing his 

thesis while starting up the company. The Ph.D. students had done a project for Mærsk 

modeling their booking system and published several academic articles on this and gotten 

amazing feedback from academics and, especially, potential customers. The technology 

behind rested on using electronic whiteboards to recognize certain shapes and drawings as 

objects in programming language turning even early brainstorming sessions in software 

development a step towards a tangible software product and saving brainstorming ideas from 

being wasted. The product gained immense interest, and Østjysk Innovation invested with 

their standard setup. Later another round followed with Vækstfonden as well as government 

and personal backed debt financing. Furthermore Rational, now IBM, early on indicated that 

if the market potential could be proven they would acquire.  The four entrepreneurs 

established dialogue with all the main players in relation to their potential product, and again 

the feedback was good. Especially Microsoft, who at that time was looking at something 

similar, would prove an important contact. This said the company started in the summer of 

2000, and its two and a half year long life coincided with the dot.com bubble, and as a result 

many of the fine words and promises became nothing more than that.  

Beside some international consultancy jobs it proved harder to sell the technology than 

imagined, and while the consultancy jobs lasted, the cash flow was positive, but at the end it 

was impossible to gain new consultancy jobs, an investor, or an acquirer. Microsoft did circle 

as a potential buyer for a long time due to their acquisition of Navision, but in the end 

Ideogramic lost out to other internal developed technologies and disagreements between 

product groups, and the open-source programming language of Ideogramic. If the acquisition 

had gone through, it would have been a success. In the last days of the company’s life 
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Microsoft did however gain a big interest in the people behind the company, and at the end 

all four founders where offered jobs in Microsoft where three of them work together today, 

the last chose an academic career instead. Michael also contemplates that the fact that they 

were four founders did not help matters in relation to negotiating… ‘It took too much time 

and energy to agree on anything’. 

The idea behind the technology is still alive in academic circles. The patent also went 

through in the US, and is today held by the board member who acquired the defaulted estate. 

However no real commercial product like it exists today, the closes is a solution marketed by 

Mindjet which looks awful similar to a presentation that Ideogramic did for that company six 

month prior the launch of the later Mindjet solution, and just before the liquidation of 

Ideogramic. 

Retrospectively Michael blames the failure on poor timing, and the wrong composition 

of the board – which consisted of skilled people, but not experts within the specific segment. 

The most important aspect however was that the company underlying assumptions, mainly 

that electronic whiteboards would become widespread did not materialize. Also, ‘I went from 

a theoretical education in IT to dealing with sales and marketing – stuff I knew nothing about 

– and in the end I must say that not only did I miss using my real skills, but also that we were 

not focused enough on sales, but too much on development. It is a common mistake to get 

hyped up in the technical stuff – but if you do not sell anything, nothings else matters’ 

Michael thinks back. 

Michael did try to maintain some life in the company by keeping the website active, and 

downloads did continue on the website until recently, and there were even some licenses sold 

each year. When the company went bankrupt it was like losing a dream and Michael had to 

deal with that, which was not easy, so the idea of starting something again still exist in his 

thoughts. ‘When you get older and get to have kids, an apartment and a car it become harder, 

but I still dream of making my own IT success’. So far Michael is via Microsoft very active in 

Connect Denmark and their Springboards where he helps aspiring entrepreneurs.  

Main takeaways 

• If the assumption behind a business model does not hold, the model should be 

changed or the company stopped.  

• Focus on the business idea, and not just cash flow is essential. 

• Getting the right people in is important and having clearly defined roles for them.   
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CASE 3: Too long to market 

Thomas Eskebæk of Sapio Systems, founder 

and CEO. 

I sit with Thomas in Symbion Science 

Park in the east of Copenhagen. He comes 

across as tall fellow with intelligent eyes and 

an inviting handshake as we sit down to chat 

with the backdrop of the busy life of a 

morning in a science park.  

Sapio Systems was founded based on the master thesis which Thomas completed at the 

Technical University of Denmark. The idea was based on new technology that would make 

computers read and understand text in order to optimize complex and specific document, 

database, and general Internet searches. While writing the thesis Thomas joined the business 

plan competition Venture Cup and won second place. This was the final event prompting 

Thomas to set up the business five years ago. 

Especially within medico and life science research the technology could potentially save 

immense amounts of expensive wage hours in R&D departments. The point being that a 

researcher might read thousands of pages of new research yearly, but is only really interested 

in a few paragraphs. If locating these could be made easier, 75–90 % of time spent reading 

and highlighting could be done away with. Quickly Thomas got a few pilot projects set up 

with Danisco, Novo Nordisk and Novozymes. ‘One of the great things about Denmark is that 

you can relative easy get into contact with high level people in big organizations’ he 

remembers. From these pilot projects and user feedback some main takeaways was gathered 

and Thomas and his team, totaling at the height 15 people primarily within IT development, 

tried to turn a technology into a SaaS22

                                                 

22 Software as a Service 

 product with the help of active business angels and 

several investment rounds - totaling around mDKK 8, as well as a couple of million in free 

work. Somewhere along this process the focus became too much on technology, and too little 

on the value for, and demand of, the end-consumer needed for the commercialization to be a 

success. In August of 2008 a last investor round to take the final commercial step onto the 

international stage was undertaken. The company was at that time valued at mDKK 20 and it 

seemed realistic to get the mDKK 5 needed to go the last mile. Over the following months the 

financial crisis really hit, and the world fell into a global recession and this impacted the 
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valuation in no small way. The company was now only selling at mDKK 3 and it seemed 

unlikely that more than mDKK 2.5 could be raised. ‘This simply was not enough to 

commercialize. This was a decisive factor in my own and the boards’ realization that the last 

song of party was playing’ Thomas conveys. Based on this realization, the company filed for 

bankruptcy in the Spring of 2009. 

Now the curator of the estate has the key. All employees are fired, the many relations and 

sales leads dead, and only the IPR is left. ‘It is a problem that when you file for bankruptcy, 

you are literally locked out of the office and everything stops. Whatever value there might be 

left is gone within seconds, and without rapid reaction it is very difficult to salvage and build 

on any remaining possibilities’ Thomas states. 

Looking back there is little doubt that Thomas wants to try the entrepreneurial 

occupation again. ‘It is a fantastic way to learn – I went from being a student to being 

responsible for a company and employees within months and I was only 26 at the time.’ 

Thomas smiles, and continues; ‘I learned a lot. Most importantly, to separate myself from the 

company as such. It is one thing to be proud of it, but it is a company, not you, and you must 

remember to actively choose to also do other things with your waking hours. I also believe 

that the failure taught me an important lesson in humility, I still believe that the sky is the 

limit, but I now have a profound respect for the skills and attributes of the people that 

surrounds me and for what is required to actually get a company off the ground’. 

Today his first company might be dead, but Thomas is utilizing his experiences in the 

Gazelle Growth scheme promoted by the Danish Government, and is happy to be able to help 

other entrepreneurs succeed by remembering to focus on the  value for customers from the 

very first day. 

Main takeaways 

• Too much focus on development and too little on meeting a demand is a mistake. This 

mistake is more likely if cash is abundant.  

• There is a long way from a great idea to a solid company and a good product. 

• Starting and running a company is a fantastic learning experience – and having the 

experience of a company failure teaches humility that makes you a better business 

person. 
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CASE 4: Creative destruction in the Wild Wild East 

Jonas Thomsen, CoDan Agentura, founder and CEO. 

I sit down at a café in downtown Prague with Jonas, a recently 

married forty-something business man who has seen some wild 

things in what was not that long ago a communist country. His 

incoming travel agency, Codan Agentura, is alive and kicking in the 

capital of Central Europe, but it certainly changed a lot, and this is 

his story, and the story of an industry hit by creative destruction. 

In 1997 Jonas took a train on an exchange as part of his 

business studies down to what was at that time still a very East-European feeling city. “It was 

clear I wanted to return after that, and I always wanted my own company, big or small, and I 

realized that due to the price-level being low I would be able to finance the first couple of 

years with a combination of student subsidies from Denmark, various student scholarships, 

and a small bank loan, all of which I got as part of my exchange and had not been able to 

use.” First Jonas thought of beer as the most profitable business, but more and more Danes 

wanted to travel to Prague and the travel agencies at that time desperately needed people on 

the ground, so Jonas went into the travel business – at a time where it was still not uncommon 

in Czech Republic to be without phones for a month. Jonas started his career in the ski-resort 

of Spindle and had a great season, except for one mistake; on the last day of the season he let 

his business partner take the DKK 250.000 profit – an immense result in the Czech Republic 

at that time, to the bank, and never saw her again. Jonas decided to not be knocked out, and 

went to Prague to set up an all-year incoming travel agency with a Czech partner. Jonas 

worked hard with the new company’s two employees, doing everything from sales to booking 

to guide tours, and business development. This made him a truly self-made industry man, 

knowing how everything works from the bottom up. However, he hardly saw his Czech 

partner, and after a year he had enough, and the two split.  

Shortly after, while continuing on his own, Jonas met an old dorm body from Aalborg 

and offered him a piece of the action. Within the next years they built a company with mCZK 

250 revenues, a margin of around mDKK 5, and around 35 employees. They decided to 

invest heavily in business development, especially in internet bookings – a total novelty at 

that time. Despite having to change IT contractors four times, the positive result was that half 

the yearly income came from this area until early 2008. ‘When I now look at hotels.com and 

the other booking engines like it, I see my vision. We had all the ideas, but we just missed the 

mark to finish first… Maybe only by a couple of months. In all we made around mDKK 30 on 
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a now simple technology of mail-order and faxed signatures. But the party is well and truly 

over in that area’ Jonas conveys.  

Now things changed fast. Jonas is seasoned in the travel game, and is used to seeing 

things change. In the time he has spend in Prague he have seen it becoming cheaper and 

faster for him to travel to his childhood home of Bornholm, than his alma mater in Aalborg, 

and the people coming by flights more so than train or bus. But the change that happened 

now made every other insignificant by comparison. Not only were the internet revenue gone 

within almost days. The whole business model was threatened as well. Normally incoming 

travel agencies negotiate and contracts allotments at fixed prices at hotels and then resells 

these to third-parties. With booking engines like hotels.com, hotels can instantaneously set 

their rate to come close to 100% occupancy rates by fixing their prices accordingly to activity 

level and competitor prices. Jonas tries to fight this off with a price guarantee strategy, and is 

waiting the storm out… And a storm it certainly is, Prague is hit by the global crisis like any 

other place. In high season a four star hotel should go for € 120, is now selling for just € 60 

just to get some cashflow. But a business like Jonas’ where margins is everything, is in the 

dilemma that the supply price is now too low – after all 10% of 60 is only half of 10% of 120. 

New hotels planned fours years ago is opening now to an empty marketplace derived of 

profits. Estimates states that 40 hotels, 25 travel agencies, and over 100 other tourist-related 

businesses will default in January 2010 alone. Prague has been used to tourist and 

commercial travelers coming by themselves owning not just to the culture, but especially the 

low consumer price-level and a weak national currency, and hence never did much to 

advertise and attract. The city is now hard pressed to try and save a substantial part of the 

economy in a market where competition from other cities is stiff and travel activity declining. 

On the plus side the industry is likely to mature a lot with subsequent consolidation and 

limiting the still dominant childhood deceases such as corruption. ‘It is good that people is 

now forced to work harder, and that the industry is cleaning up. It is not so healthy for the 

individual business man, and there have been some sleepless nights. I have personally not 

paid a wage to myself for a year now, and it is not fun just to pay other people wage and not 

self receive anything yourself. If it were to continue for several years it is the ultimate 

indicator that you need to do something else with your life,’ Jonas philosophize. 

‘If we had succeeded with our internet attempt I would be lying by the beach in Bahamas 

right now’, Jonas muses, ‘but we didn’t. Now to me, having my own company is important, 

and extreme success is just nice. So when you start a company, you have to try to see if you 

can cross the chasm and grow beyond the 50 employee mark, but if you cannot, it is simply 
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nicer to scale down and just do what you do best and sleep better at night. We were well on 

our way to having a bCZK turnover, but what is the fun in that if you do not make any 

money?’ Jonas decided to take action. He right away cut all further investments in internet 

business. A hotel was converted to apartments, and the Scandinavian café, once part of the 

company, were we are talking was leased out. He brought his partner out, using the company 

cash reserves, and started a cost cutting campaign that entailed scaling the organization from 

25 to 6 over a five month period and cutting all essentials. ‘The decision to buy out my 

partner was a substantial risk, but I needed control to do what needed to be done’ stresses 

Jonas. This additional stress on the liquidity forced the company to seek debt financing, but 

despite holding a profitable company and a hidden building asset worth mDKK 30, the banks 

was not taking due to the global financial environment. ‘Now they are interested, but we 

managed the turnaround without’ Jonas smiles proudly.  

In the process Jonas has gotten a renewed take on his business. ‘I just like to do business, 

cut deals, and meet consumer demand, but I hate the administrative side of things and have 

had a tendency to let others deal with this. I now see that was a mistake. Going over our 

accounts I see posts that are too big and see deals I should have asked questions about’ Jonas 

ponders. Furthermore Jonas has seen employees steal contacts from the company, bill the 

company large amounts while taking the payment themselves, and other misdealings. I 

cannot help to admire the amount of trust Jonas places in people still. ‘You have to have trust 

– it is what business rests on. If I cannot trust my employees and business partners I could 

never run a business… let alone sleep at night’.  

Jonas is optimistic. “We learned a lot this past year. Basically we have managed to 

maintain the same profit with fewer employees, which were retrospectively too many before 

which is hard to see when everything is going well. Now we have a leaner business with 

bigger margins and fewer bad apples. On the competitor side, it seems like success came too 

easy to the Czechs and our competitors never bothered to learn the fundamentals. Our 

customers know that we truly believe in and deliver on service – something Czechs still have 

no concept of. We speak the language and know the culture of the countries we deal with, so 

when I go to a sales meeting in Scandinavia I have a 50% chance of landing it… A Czech 

person has maybe 5. I might not know where the industry is heading exactly, after all the 

hotels cannot continue to bid each other down, but I know what my main customers are 

demanding, like customizable advertisement and advisory service on sponsorships for 

conferences and other events – and we can deliver on that. We already know that we will end 

2009 in the plus.” 
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Main takeaways 

• No matter how established an industry business model seem, everything can change 

within the short term due to new innovations. 

• A period of financial distress can help streamline the business model in a period of 

change. 

• Keeping a close watch on financials while keeping trust is key. 
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CASE 5: From 150 to 12 employees in one year23

Christian Gram Bredskov, Maxforce, founder and CEO. 

 

Christian is a family man and serial entrepreneur of twenty 

years running. We sit in his officepark, Localoffice.com, now 

threaten because the local council has copied the concept and stolen 

good customers by price competition. We are to talk about the first 

time he ever encountered a default, with his former successful 

construction company, Maxforce. 

Maxforce is part of a conglomerate, called Content 

Management, of companies Christian has started. In the twenty years as an entrepreneur who 

hates bureaucracy he has successfully ridden many waves, like printing, internet, and 

construction, with spin-offs into advertisement, equipment, and other areas. But Maxforce 

was the fastest growing of his companies, and the one Christian loved the most.  

The story of Maxforce begins as the company Cleanforce. Christian got contacted by two 

Polish workers who he employed to clean up a construction site for him. Christian saw the 

potential, but scared of the media and union skepticism of Polish workers, he made sure to set 

everything up legally with the unions and the authorities before progressing further. After a 

year and a half, 16 Polish workers were employed doing cleaning, ground keeping, and 

demolition. Christian decided to go into skilled labor and quickly grew the company to 25 

workers. But the ensuring workload, along with language and cultural barriers were 

becoming immense. One day Christian randomly ran into a German craftsman on a site, and 

invited him out to dinner to seek some knowledge about the potential for German workers. ‘I 

had been a victim of my own prejudices. I thought Germany was a powerhouse. Turns out 

that their unemployment was sky high. I was getting an increasing amount of complains on 

my Polish workforce. It was not that they did not want to work, but if something, like an 

electric saw, broke, four people would work on fixing it and that is not cost effective for our 

clients. Germen workers are way better, they understand the culture and you can 

communicate with them, and most importantly; they are self-starters’ explains Christian. So 

within three weeks Christian changed his workforce from all Polish to all German. He 

changed the name to Maxforce and setup a recruitment office in Germany. Quickly the 

company grew to 150 workers. ‘We organized it like SWAT teams with fully equipped 

                                                 

23 Due to other engagement Christian did not have time top review the final wording of the case. Any mistakes 
are my responsibilities. 
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vehicles. Each Sunday night was like planning a warfare campaign, but when Monday 

morning came around everything always worked perfectly.’ The clients were happy and big, 

including the amusement park Lalandia in Billund, lots of McDonalds’ restaurants, and up to 

60 people on certain sites. They demolished the competition, and invested heavily in 

buildings to develop and use as a place for the workers to stay. Most of the risk was done 

away with by leasing contracts on cars, clothes, and equipment. No external financing was 

sought, and no credit taken, because keeping control and order is close to Christians heart. ‘I 

love working in chaos, but I always surround myself with people who are skilled at 

management of my affairs with prudence’ he conveys. 

During the fall of 2008 business started to slow down a bit, but Christian was still 

hopeful and the year ended in plus with mDKK 5. In December the company held a big 

Christmas party in Germany for their workers and their wives. Christian remembers it as a 

happy occasion where he and the many families that was supported by Maxforce was looking 

with joy at the future. However 4 days after returning home come the surprising news of a big 

Norwegian client going bankrupt, with a resulting mDKK 2.4 loss. In January another big 

client defaulted, growing the loss on clients to mDKK 4. Christian were forced to burrow 

from other portfolio companies to meet the payroll, which he retrospectively admits was a 

mistake. ‘I felt I had little choice. January was hell. Clients kept defaulting, and we got huge 

bills for lawyers to try and recover money that turned out to be utterly lost. We were 

pressured by payroll which you cannot push. Plus the fact that we had grown to a size that 

made it mandatory to pay VAT every twenty days, but our clients where either not paying, or 

only paying every fortieth day’ Christian sums up the situation at the time. He subsequently 

started cutting costs. The administration went from 12 to three people. He sold off equipment 

with a small profit. They sought out new clients, and landed some that only let to more losses 

in the area of DKK 600.000 as payment never materialized. 

The net were closing in, and the loss the last three months of Maxforce was bigger than 

all previous losses in the last twenty years of Christian’s business combined. Christian 

decides to call the union to settle things in the nicest possible way. He got a good dialog 

going and they agreed on everything between him and their lawyer. However the union 

decides to run the story in the media behind his back. ‘I have always had a good dialogue 

with the press. Told them everything they wanted to know. I have also been proud of my 

results. But what happened now was utter hell. The female journalist from Fyns Stiftstidende 

knew nothing of what she was talking about, but acted like a raging Medusa. She used 

sneaking questions and even though we disproved all her accusations she still persisted in 
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writing an unfounded article. It is really quite disgusting’ Christian complains. Not only had 

he and his family to now injure the local gossip of Odense, suppliers also started to demand 

money upfront, putting additional stresses on the liquidity. Even old relationship like that of 

his Deloite accountant going back 20 years started to change. Shorter and lower quality 

advice, service going down, and everything to be paid upfront. ‘All of a sudden mails were 

cc’ed to everybody, like you are some kind of criminal. Some suppliers did not show up the 

morning of the article thinking I was out of business. I even got a letter from Nordea 

concerning one of my acquisitions. I called them up and asked if their concern was prompted 

by facts or media hype. They admitted the former were the case, and after I disproved them, 

they apologized. It was just so irritating. I had enough to deal with… Like customers not 

paying, without having to deal with false rumors. I learnt that it really takes only one bad 

journalist to destroy a lot of value for a lot of people. I used DKK 75.000 on an independent 

inquiry, and countless of time. All you get is a small apology on the bottom of some page 

somewhere that people might not read. The rumors are still out there, and it is unfair. We 

have had no union lawsuits, most of our competitors have 30-40. Not one of the companies 

that cheated us has been pointed out to the public. It is not my job to do so, but is it the job of 

journalist to write untruths that destroy jobs for the sake of sensation? I do not think so, after 

all Børsens journalist did only fine and honest pieces’ Christian rightly wonders. 

Despite the press and the change in attitude of advisors Christian does see some 

advantages to the situation: ‘I have become way more focused on costs, and that is healthy. 

You really get to tell the people who give the hand to greet from those that give to receive 

money. Advisors do need to make money, but I have seen some things where they should have 

been more longsighted and taken a personal interest in saving the company instead of 

thinking of how many hours they can realistically bill. Despite what you hear from other 

people, in my case the best advice in good and bad time was “free” from my bank officer. 

The authorities were a mixed blessing, one civil servant was really nice, but another, a 

hardliner who accused me of having ill intentions. However the postponement of VAT 

payments24

                                                 

24 A temporary measure taken to fight off the crisis by the Government 

 did give me some needed energy at a time where I was just about to give up. In 

the process I also realized that I was tired of the internet business and is glad to be out of it. 

You really get to see what is important to you. I really got to value my family on a whole new 

level.’. 
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Christian also sees the benefit of the general crisis on the overall level of the economy. 

‘When you think about it, we were a company of abundance. By a freak of nature it was more 

cost effective to get German skilled labor to Denmark – it is not sustainable in the long run. 

People have become more toilsome, and they save more, which is good. We had it too good 

for some years. I might have been better at making some exits along the way, and it came 

close with three just before the crisis, but I like to do what I do too much’. 

At the time of the interview Christian have lost control over most of his companies, but 

is already back on the horse and have business booked into the next year in his reconstructed 

setup. I end the interview with asking him why he starts companies: ‘I cannot stop! I see 

possibilities everywhere, and I hate to see potential go to waste. You get to develop a stomach 

feeling that you instantly know if the numbers you are given is right or off for what you doing, 

and you get better and better at seeing what will work, and what will not.’ 

Main takeaways 

• Business is change!  

• Relationship, such as to suppliers and advisors, tend to change with rumor (real or 

not) of default. External factors outside the control of the company such as authorities 

and media can have a great impact on the restructuring potential of a distress 

company. 

• Entrepreneurship is (knowledge) arbitrage.
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CASE 6: From a billion DKK to one DKK 

Lars Torpe Christoffersen, TDC, Former top 

executive. 

After Lars graduated from Aarhus 

University he had a comet career primarily 

within telco. Many top executives today look 

with impressive thoughts on his famous 

MACH deal where he did what most dream of doing – an exit as CEO. That was however 

after his legendary falling out with the CEO of TDC. This story relates to a time before that, a 

time where Lars was second in command of TDC, and TDC a leading candidate to be a 

mayor European telco player with an aggressive acquisition strategy to match.  

The summer of 2000 became a hot one for TDC. The first part of the year the press was 

piling up with criticisms that TDC was not growing fast enough. Analysts and common 

shareholders was especially concerned that TDC where not gaining marketshare in the 

broadband market – where they ought to have had the best starting position due to ownership 

of the Danish telco infrastructure. So the board of directors decided to establish the division 

TDC Internet. That division were to be the growth-engine at home and aboard. Lars on 

returning from Poland pitched  the idea that six internet companies could be brought and 

merged together giving TDC a unique position to conquer that market – the idea being that if 

you had a plus 45% marketshare you were secure for the future. 

After numerical analysis done by economists, but little time to reflect deeper, due to the 

pressure to move from board of directors and Lars own love with the idea, the plan was put 

into action and over the next 4-5 months the companies were acquired. ‘We were really in 

love with the idea, but despite the that fact we committed a triple digit million amount to 

buying the companies, and an equal amount trying to manage and merge them, we really 

forgot to listen to our gut feeling’ Lars thinks back. 

That neglect would prove disastrous. The cultural difference between Denmark and 

Poland, and even between the different Polish companies were immense, and all the classic 

problems that can arise with mergers, did arise. The joint turnover accumulated to around 

mDKK 80, and the investment scenario called for that to be doubled within a year. That did 

not happen. ‘It annoys me today, because I knew what it took to merge companies having 

previously in my career successfully merged three companies. You have to be pretty ignorant 
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of real life business if you think that you can merge and grow at the same time. It is not done’ 

Lars points out. 

Poland was a challenge that the large TDC did not handle well. Coming from a market 

where landlines were functioning perfectly, but cell phones mainly for young people and 

business, to a Polish market that had poor landline infrastructure, but an amazing cell phone 

penetration was largely ignored in the strategy. Headquarter HR were given too much power 

in recruitment, making the main group of management consist of young and inexperienced 

managers with a desire for adventure, instead of more seasoned entrepreneurial types. After 

twelve months TDC decided to call it quits. The next six months were spent trying to sell the 

company, but with no luck. In the meantime the Board in Copenhagen was beginning to 

streamline the organization for a later private equity acquisition, and they wanted out of 

Poland fast. The result of the Polish adventure was that the almost bDKK 1 investment was 

sold off after 2.5 years for DKK 1. ‘Somebody somewhere in TDC still has that cheque’ Lars 

laughs with a sense of marvel at how the world of business can sometimes be. 

I ask him to speculate whether it was right to pull out? ‘It has to be understood that the 

Board had other ideas at the time, but if you only look at this investment alone the answer 

could be different. Sure, the merged company only just managed to keep the turnover, not 

grow it. The capital market was suffering from aftershocks of the dotcom bubble, and the 

hardware for hosting solutions was underdeveloped. But I think our initial investment 

scenario was right, we were just too early and had too little patience. If we had stayed, and 

committed in the area of another half bDKK it would have been a gold cow. Today 

broadband is everywhere and companies are willing to outsource all their hosting. In 

Denmark alone we have several hosting and internet providers with well above mDKK 100 in 

turnover, and margins around 30-40%, and this group includes TDC Hosting. In Denmark 

you went in for the long haul, in Poland you quit, and leaving the later PE acquisition aside, 

it was probably not the right decision taking the time factor into consideration’. 

Things can move fast in a large corporations with disposable funds. In TDC two 

mistakes, from a strictly short term shareholder point of view, were made. First, to go into 

Poland without more thought and dedication. Second, to leave Poland after having committed 

so many resources.  

Main takeaways 

• Resources, people’s opportunity alertness and available funds determine choices and 

success in acquisitions. 
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• The combined worth of assets are time contingent. 

• Growth and merging is hard to do at the same time.  
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CASE 7: M&A = Malevolence & 

Annihilation? 

Anders Ibsen, Milk, exited founder. 

I meet Anders on a local café in 

Copenhagen on one of the last days of 

summer. Anders is a self-described ‘internet 

executive’ who has played beach volley with 

Google founder Sergey. He never himself 

experienced a bankruptcy, and his career spans many companies and exits despite his young 

age. Two of these exits were of successful companies totaling a combined sales price of 

mDKK 32.8. However now he can look on from the sideline as they are likely counting their 

last days. 

A little bit of background is needed on the acquirer of the companies. Notabene.net were 

started in 1998, and sold in 2004 for mDKK 5.7. The sell was part of a merge into what was 

at that time called Danmark Online and subsequently introduced on the alternative exchange 

First North. The vision was a full service online marketing agency capable of doing 

everything from banner ads to search engine maximization. The IPO went for DKK 0,2 per 

share and was done online by CapiTrader, with the record signing time of only 22 minutes 

and a resulting equity value of 19 mil, a factor of 24 the EBITDA at the time. However it 

should have raised some red flags that the prospect argued ownership of the technology 

which was not entirely the case. This was but a foreshadow of an insuring history of bad 

management of shareholder investments and acquired companies. 

Soon after two more companies were acquired and paid in part with two new rounds of 

share issues, a de facto dilution of the original shareholders. In 2005 another 10 companies 

were acquired in order to meet the goal of becoming full service and international. The 

companies were purchased in Denmark, Sweden and the UK, and their pricetag ranged from 

around mDKK 1 to around 80, plus earn out25

                                                 

25 A method where a seller of a company receive a portion of the selling price dependent on subsequent 
performance of the sold asset. 

. This grew the topline from mDKK 15 to 200, 

unfortunately the profit did not follow a similar path. The board of directors kept issuing 

shares and diluting shareholders, they even split the share to try and gain additional stock 

sales in the conglomerate which changed its name to Guava. In the beginning of 2006 another 

share issue were undertaken with a share price at the time of 6.25, one of the main 
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benefactors of this transaction were the now defaulted Bank Trelleborg. Today the price per 

share is only DKK 0.31. Up until recently the company were however surprisingly good at 

reaching their own financial goals with surprising accuracy.  

‘From my point of view it looks like the management never got the company to actually 

grow, and the only people who have benefitted where the original founders behind the 

conglomerate. It even looks like they fuelled the stock price from the very beginning by 

buying up their own stock’ Anders now wonders from the sideline. Today the shareprice is 

diminished 75%, the only equity left in the company is goodwill, and many main 

shareholders are bankrupt and the liquidity of the alternative stock market depleted. The 

topline is at mDKK 150, but there is a long way to profit, and the company does not even 

show positive EBITDA, and a loss of mDKK 239 in the latest financial year. Through all this 

no significant changes have occurred in the board of directors or the top management – 

despite the CEO being charged with suspicion of share price manipulation, and the Danish 

Bankers Association looking into whether CapiNordic used covert agents in the last share 

introduction. 

The conglomerate have been weighted down by cost of merging and firing employees, 

and failing sales due to the global crisis. ‘The shareholders have been poorly looked after, 

and I can see the company I sold with over 20 employees and a couples of millions in yearly 

after tax profits reduced to two people and no profit.’ Anders states. 

‘I got my cash payment, and sold my shares with only a minor loss, but when you have 

hired people you feel bad to see them lose their job because of poor management, especially 

when the customers are still out there unserved. The new owners destroyed a good culture 

and work ethic.’ Anders thinks back and continues. ‘When we started Milk (the biggest of the 

two companies sold by him) we had to train everybody. Nobody could do what we did so well. 

This specific asset have been destroyed now. My old board president is now starting 

something similar, because the customers remain unserved’. 

Anders concludes the story on a more general note: ‘Alternative stock exchanges and 

general mergers from these can potential be a good tool to get a valuation on a young 

company, but in this case they took a number of good companies that they acquired at a good 

low prices, and which the market reacted positive on and liked the story behind, but by daft 

management, they destroyed a lot of value, and served customers worse than before.’ 
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Main takeaways 

• Success of an M&A deal is contingent on management focus on execution, not 

financial dealings.  

• Assets specific to a company setup can be destroyed in mergers with poor 

management. 

• The opportunity served by a destroyed acquired company can still exist if the 

destruction is the result of the acquisition. 
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CASE 8: Not really my business 

Lars Torpe Christoffersen, RebelAid, Business 

Angel. 

After the phenomenal MACH exit, Lars 

started a new career path as a business angel 

and professional boardmember. The ensuring 

story happened just this summer, and Lars told 

it to me in an honest interview. At the time of 

the case Lars had 4 direct investments and they were all within IT. However during his 

corporate career 15 years earlier, he had a successful side-project that sold robotics to the 

dairy industry, and at the spring of 2009 a desire to diversify his investments left him open 

for good suggestions. 

Lars got contacted by an old acquaintance. Lars liked the guy and knew his past career as 

being promising. He was in his thirties, and thirsty for the next step up the ladder. As such he 

had, by a lawyer, got involved in a struggling business that imported some amazing US-based 

brands within spices, sauces, and various foodstuffs, especially chili sauce and dip. Lars 

decided to get involved. They changed the name of the Danish operation to signal a new start, 

and setup a management team of Lars’ acquaintance and the original founder. ‘The goal was 

to compete against Santa Fe, who holds a yearly turnover of half a billion DKK in the 

Scandinavian markets. Our realistic goal was a top line of mDKK 50 in four years. We would 

start with 32 different products and grow to 100. To arrive at that I gave precise instructions 

of what needed to be done, and we all agreed on the milestones’ Lars explains. 

All three each invested DKK 250.000 and co-signed for a supplier credit totaling an 

additional DKK 350.000. At first everything went fine. The sales grew and the customers, 

both retail and end, loved the products. ‘The reporting I got seemed ok, but in retrospect I 

should have paid more attention to the books, and not just the budgets ahead.’ Lars admits. 

Over the summer the problems started mounting. There were huge disagreements between 

the two managers, despite Lars initial belief that the team was strong. ‘I eventually got a call 

that they needed DKK 50.000 to cover the payroll. I bail them out with a DKK 300.000 

investment but start to grasp that something is really off – So I call in a friend of mine, a 

former top executive from Novo Nordisk, to go over the operation’. It quickly turned out that 

the reported numbers are make-belief and that there is, despite Lars direct instructions, no 

system setup to manage the reordering and restocking of products. 
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Lars decided to call it quits and file the company bankrupt in September, DKK 600.000 

poorer – DKK 100.000 per month of the company’s life. ‘I learnt a lot – the worse thing is 

that it was stuff I already knew. First off, it was a big risk to go into an unknown industry. I 

failed to expose that risk probably. The simple thing I could have done was to call the former 

investor, who I randomly meet after the investment. Sales is everything, but this story 

showcase that the administration also has to work even in young companies. I really liked the 

two people behind the idea, they are the kind to not admit mistakes and to always try to climb 

higher, a type I normally respect, but when they started having trouble cooperating I should 

have seen it as a big red flag! I trusted too much’. 

After the summer adventure where Lars took a chance on young ambition he is out DKK 

600.000, and due to the tax-level of Denmark, that translate to having to earn mDKK 2 to 

recoup the expense. 

Main takeaways 

• Prior knowledge of industry and people are very contingent on company success. 

• A company is not likely to survive early disagreements in the management team. 

• Administrative process is important even for young firms. 
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CASE 9: Only one bad year 

Michael Mathiesen, 2M Invest, Founder 

Growing up in Denmark one name was 

synonymous with business dreams to a small 

boys like me; Michael Mathiesen. He done 

what it became more and more clear to me I 

admired most in the world: Creating 

successful companies. 

I meet Michael for the interview at the Jorden Rundt26

The first thing Michael tells me is quite significant: ‘I have been active in Silicon Valley 

in 25 years, and have a good network there, including many venture capitalists. I remember 

after the first, around five, years were I only experienced success, I was stunned that they 

always seemed more interested in what I had done that did not pay out… It was shocking 

coming from a culture where we sweep our failures under the rug’. 

 café, a name that match Michael 

very well. He is currently in Denmark only shortly before returning to his latest venture, 

digging for gold in Africa. My old hero comes off as genuinely nice and wise person who 

seem to rest in himself. While he does swear a lot, he only ever speaks bad about one named 

person throughout the entire interview.   

2M Invest was the first real venture capital company in Denmark and was even 

introduced on the stock exchange in 2000. Today many people associate it with the dotcom 

bubble and fast dreams of young boys, but that was never the case. 2M Invest never invested 

in more than two internet-based companies, and the people behind the fund came from 

hardcore industry experience dating back to the eighties, including the chairman Lars Kolind. 

The business idea was to get actively involved in the companies that received investment. 2M 

Invest had nine years with an IRR of 38% before the one bad year that destroyed the fund. 

Michael remembers after the final crack doing a bit of calculating and realizing that over the 

years most investors had made money, a lot of money, working with him; ‘one pension 

company had earned mDKK 200, a bank mDKK 100 and so on. I thought to myself that it 

was something to be proud of. In the twenty years I had worked with these institutions there 

had been ups and downs, but mostly the arrow pointed up. One criticism I use to get was that 

I sold my companies too cheap, and that I could have gotten more. I hope that it was right 

that I could have gotten more and I think the criticism was misunderstood. If I only sold at 
                                                 

26 Around the World 
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the top, I could not continue selling companies, which was the game I was in… My customers 

would see right though that pretty quickly. I always warn CEOs that cheer when their stock 

sky rockets. They forget that the person who sold today might love them, and the person that 

bought might also do so for the present time, but what about tomorrow when you have to 

deliver again? That is why I always think it a high medal of achievement that we always had 

between 18.000 to 20.000 shareholders in 2M Invest… Right to the very end’ Michael smiles.  

What finally put the fund to rest was a need to payout mDKK 250. This claim would 

likely not have materialized if it was not for one bad piece of press starting an avalanche of 

speculation. Michael always prided himself on having a good relationship with the media. He 

volunteers his opinions, answers when asked, and never misleads. He also often uses positive 

media attention to build morale in his start-ups. However the 2M Invest ordeal showed him 

that not all journalists are to be trusted. In august of 2001, 2M Invest was contacted by 

Børsens Nyhedsmagasin who wanted to do a feature. A meeting was setup with Michael, as 

well as the head of finance, and the head of communication. For two hours they volunteered 

all information, and answered all questions. 2M Invest did get the piece to review, but only as 

it was being published. They were horrified! At least 8-10 places could be spotted were there 

was omitted important information that had been given, or there was hinted at another state of 

affairs than the factual. As a result, the stock price went down 10 points, with 17 million 

shares outstanding that robbed the company of mDKK 170 value. This was a week were 

nothing else in the market could explain it. The idea of suing was discussed, but found futile 

– that decision would likely have been different in a common law system like the US. The 

journalist who wrote the piece, Martin Bundgaad27

After the demise of 2M Invest was final, Michael got contacted by lots of people wanting 

him to join their companies or investment projects. It was mainly people from aboard, Danish 

business seemed a little less willing to learn from adversity, and Michael moved to London. 

, is the only person I hear Michael talk bad 

about in our two hour meeting touching upon many issues and people. Michael and the rest 

did try to salvage the company with an unnamed foreign investor, but the bad press persisted, 

and the foreign investor jumped ship. At that time 2M Invest had a portfolio of around 45 

companies, and most people today believe the company was more than sound to continue had 

the capital been raised.The whole story of 2M have never been told, and that is in no small 

way contributed to the fact that many people surrounding 2M Invest would look less than 

competent.  

                                                 

27 The same journalist that was critiqued for writing wrongly about Midas, the later Saxo Bank (Pressenævnet). 
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Michael now believes, like his comrades in Silicon Valley that a bit of failure can be good for 

you as a business man. ‘You get to be reminded of the small way from success to failure and 

that no matter where and who you are, it is always the small things that matter. You also 

really learn to have respect for technical knowledge. You learn to ask the hard questions, like 

what value are we able to generate for the customer and is this sustainable? In short, what is 

the pricetag of what we are offering, and will it be profitable?’ Michael explains to me. 

He sincerely believes that mistakes can be a good thing, as long as you admit them. It 

does strike him as wrong that industries that is supposed to be paid not to make mistakes 

rather than to make successes, like banking, government, and the media, have changed this 

focus. He has repeatedly now seen how they will talk something up, and run away pointing 

fingers when the going gets tough - apparently with no real consequences.’These sectors 

should not be greedy, for they are not as such contributing. Just look at banking now, they 

certainly profited these last years, and now their cost of capital is record low, while their 

customers’ are record high.’ He points out and continues. ‘the problem with these sectors is 

probably in hiring policies. Must come straight from school and can build excel models if 

they are bankers, or hold meetings and spend money if they are politicians, and write one 

story after another if they are journalists, but they lack the wisdom that real work and age 

brings – it is a shame their conduct can influence the rest of us so much’.  

I ask Michael to characterize an entrepreneur? ‘It is almost an independence gene. A 

desire and need to work independently with other people who like challenges and space too. 

Most do not like that, they want to know what will happen today, tomorrow, next week, and in 

a year. That is not me. I hate limits! In the end of the seventies the north of Jutland had every 

chance to create a Nokia or Ericsson with DanCall, but I knew it would not happen. It is a 

culture thing. We live in a country were a natural catastrophe is rain for three days, and the 

most dangerous animal is a red fox. It does not create a fighting spirit, unlike Sweden where 

they have to drive for hours just to get to play hockey, and cannot go if the snow is heavy. 

This is sad for a person like me who makes a living seeking out what is just around the 

corner. The one thing that has changed for everybody and everything however is the speed of 

change. You cannot just wait to ask mom and dad – chances are that they will not know 

either. I always impede people to respect their competition, but everybody can today 

potentially challenge everybody by doing it differently, but if you do it the same way as your 

competitors you will you just have to have more resources, but that is not the name of the 

game for true entrepreneurs. Money is important to entrepreneurs, but the culture more so, 
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because that is what carries it. You cannot design a Silicon Valley from the desk of some civil 

servant. It is network thing based on community culture, and it is not created by subsidies’. 

As a last note I ask him to comment on the current crisis: ‘Timing is always key, but 

entrepreneurs do not make profits on booms. I actually tried to warn people publicly before 

the dot.com bubble. In the recent years the money has been too cheap, and lot of rubbish 

managed by inexperienced people have been invested in, and resources poorly spent. We 

know from physics that the further you draw the pendulum one way the harder it will swing 

back’. 

Take aways 

• Even when assets are worth more together than apart external factors can make it appear 

as if they are not 

• Boom and bust are not good for entrepreneurs 

• Danish and US culture are different, and that explains in part our different attitude 

towards default. 
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CASE 10: Wasted potential 

Palle Viby Mogensen, 2M Invest, Investment 

manager 

“It was sad that 2M Invest went down 

before a lot of the companies’ business model 

had a chance to get tested in the market 

place.” Palle starts the interview. He is sitting 

in office of Userneeds, one of the companies he is currently engaged in. Palle is a man with a 

welcoming and happy exterior. He is fast and funny, but takes his time to think before 

answering my questions. 

“I, like I guess most people, think 2M Invest could have survived if it was not for the bad 

market conditions at the time. At least we could have made some changes to fit the changing 

market conditions. Most of the other players in the venture capital market consolidated at that 

time. But Michael Mathiesen wanted more. He had a lot of visions for 2M Invest and 

Denmark, and wanted to grow out of the trouble we faced. That was not possible at that 

time.” Palle states.  

He does not belief that any two defaults or cases of distress are similar. He also believes 

that the reasons behind the trouble can be many; lack of market potential or capital, poor 

management and so on, but the main reason behind most cases he has seen have been a lack 

of rooting in the business. The issue is that Denmark is a small home market, and most new 

companies are underfunded, so the businesses is desperate for any cash flow early on, and 

take any assignment they can get. That leads to a later lack of focus, something that is the 

most important prerequisite for growth. It is also in turn a destroying their competitive edge, 

and these companies are likely candidates for financial trouble and death.  

This could be helped with the right type of advisors. Practitioners who have done it 

themselves, not the civil servants or ex-consultant type most frequent now. But the current 

government focus on entrepreneurship has, while improved the social status of entrepreneurs 

greatly, failed in linking business to the schemes. Especially people who have experienced a 

default, can have valuable experience to depart to aspiring entrepreneurs. After all the social 

condemnation of defaults is not something that comes from the business community. 

I ask him to comment on what to look for in distressed companies. “This has again to do 

with the level of expertise and experience of advisors. An investor should be a form of 

advisor too, but in Denmark many investors are represented by young who lack experience of 

building a business. They know a lot about expected return figures, and can build huge 
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models in excel, but they do not know that much of actually running a business. Generally 

when dealing with a company, you should know your visiting hours, and not drive by too 

many exits if you are going down the wrong road. A good entrepreneur will have huge 

energy and commitment and might generally believe that the only issue is liquidity, and that 

time will solve it. A good board will be the voice of reason in such a case, and draw a line in 

the sand and stick to it, even in a dynamic and uncertain world of business.” 

The current high level of bankruptcy Palle explains by the fact that capital have been too  

easy to obtain in the past years, and many companies have trouble today in proving their 

worth, and those that do have the proof, now have additional trouble raising necessary growth 

capital. Both an abundance of cash and the subsequent lack, is hence bad for the innovation 

potential of a society.  

”We do live in a caretaker society. It suffocates initiatives and even gives this weird taint 

to the successful business man that he somehow only succeeded because of society was 

taking care of him. Too many people are afraid to take responsibility in this society. When a 

company goes bankrupt it is an unwelcoming reminder to the public that responsibility do 

exists. Despite the fact that probably 90% of the business people who get involved in a failing 

company have no ill intent they are still frowned upon by the general public and media” Palle 

volunteers. He expands on the point. “We as business men in turn have to remember however 

that it is never the consumers fault if a company defaults, it is because we did not do our job 

well enough.” 

Another aspect Palle points out to me is the poor status of sales and marketing in society. 

“When I 20 years ago attended business school there was very little practice, and core skills 

in business like marketing and sales were not highlighted. This reflects in the later careers. To 

Danes salespeople are not socially valued. Marketing to most people consists in tagging along 

some trend, using the same channel as everybody else in the same way. Marketing ought to 

be what the word means… Bringing something to market!” 

Before Palle gets up and back to the extended customer meeting I walked in on, we touch 

on the legal systems of closures. “Do you know that the settlement of 2M Invest is still not 

finalized? Yes, so many years down the road! There are clear assets in the estate, and several 

people have had claims against it approved, but not received a red dime. The trouble is that 

the lawyers are completely autonomous, and have a financial incentive to keep the estate 

alive as long as there are assets in it. That is a big problem because it keeps people, who have 

done nothing wrong, from getting on with their professional life. I would as investor be 

worried to invest in someone who still has a case outstanding – it locks people form getting 
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on, and creating new and hopefully, better business”, with these words we say goodbye and 

Palle rushes back to the frontline of the successful Usersneeds, who has grown 500% the last 

5 years, and have just been hiring in the middle of the financial crisis. 

Take aways 

• A default of a fund can potentially take good ideas with it to the valley of death. 

• No two bankruptcies are similar, but they do tend to be companies not routed in their 

business and without a core competence. 

• The Danish legal system takes too long to finalize an estate and that can keep 

entrepreneurs from pursuing new opportunities. 



 

Progress is quite simply large private savings seeking profitable investments seeking business men that 

market technological improvements, the upward sloping degree is hampered by public regulations and 

 

 

Most of the knowledge on which we rely in the pursuit of our ends is the unintended by

exploring the world in different directions from those we pursue ourselves because they are impelled by 

different aims; it would not have been available to 

 

Progress is quite simply large private savings seeking profitable investments seeking business men that 

market technological improvements, the upward sloping degree is hampered by public regulations and 

routines of the masses  

- Mises 

of the knowledge on which we rely in the pursuit of our ends is the unintended by

exploring the world in different directions from those we pursue ourselves because they are impelled by 

different aims; it would not have been available to us if only those ends were pursued which we regarded as 

desirable 

- Hayek 

Progress is quite simply large private savings seeking profitable investments seeking business men that 

market technological improvements, the upward sloping degree is hampered by public regulations and 

of the knowledge on which we rely in the pursuit of our ends is the unintended by-product of others 

exploring the world in different directions from those we pursue ourselves because they are impelled by 

us if only those ends were pursued which we regarded as 
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